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(By Special Iased Wire to New Mexican)
Denver, Colo., Sept. 6. Secretary
of Agriculture James Wilson arrived
here today to take part in the dedica
tion of a vast irrigation project designed to water 200,000 acres of land
within sight of Denver.

To provide a national preserve for
New Mexico such as the Yellowstone
and
National Park is in Wyoming
which will serve as a provider ol
game lor the forests of the territory
that is the object of the trip of A. C.
Cooper, who has just toured the territory looking for the best location of
such a 'preserve.
Mr. Cooper represents the biological survey which has charge of the
game preservation and enforcement of
game laws throughout the country.
"A preserve would prove of untold
good to the sportsmen of this territory
e
and
state" said Mr, Cooper
today. "For it would serve the pur-- .
pose of stocking the forests. Just as
the water reservoirs are a good thing
to save water forjlrinking and irrigation purposes, so"a game preserve
works to the advantage of the hunter
though he may not think so at first
The plan is to fence in about seventeen townships and with a net fence.
In this preserve will be kept mountain sheep, elk, deer, turkeys, antelopes and grouse. Certain animals
work their way to the fence and are
shot, though bears and deer in the Yellowstone Park have become tame. One
bear in the Yellowstone Park used to
sleep regularly at a hotel much frequented by transients.
"There will be plenty of quail and
turkeys to get outside of the preserve
after hatching season and these will
furnish material for the sportsman
to shoot art."
Mr. Cooper established the first
game preserve in this country in Oklahoma.
That was in 1890. Those
who opposed its establishment now
are defending it, it is said.
The idea of getting a game preserve
for this territory was conceived by
Game and Fish Warden Thomas P.
Gable who took the matter up some
months ago with Delegate in Congress
William H. Andrews, and after a good
deal of work on the part of both dele-

'

Prior to the dedication exercises.

which will take place tomorrow, Sec
retary Wilson will inspect the project
including its 335 miles of canals. The
system has just been completed at a
cost of $6,000,000.
Tonight, Secretary Wilson will be
tendered a banquet by the chamber
Over 500 guests will
of commerce.

greet the secretary.

soon-to-b-

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
.Washington, D. C, Sept., 6. The
enormity and horror of the famine sit
uation cdnfronting China, caused by
the overflow of the Yang Tse Kiang
river, wes officially reported to the
State Department by American con
sul General Wilder at Shanghai and
the question- of. tendering Red Cross
assistance Is under consideration. As
the amount at the disposal af the
American Red Cross Society for this
purpose is small, when compared with
the proportions of the necessity, it is
probable that an appeal for additional
r
funds may be issued.

fast this morning and afterwards
were unable to reach a verdict.
The court declined to accept a disThe entire territory between Han-go- agreement and sent the jury back. It
and Shanghai, a distance of about is reported that a woman juror is prea
found.
GOO miles, has been
overflowed, Mr. venting verdict being
Wilder declares. Cities an dtowns are
VIRGINIA SENATORS MAKE
under water, many dwellings being
PUBLIC CAMPAIGN EXPENSES.
of rice and the destruction
Because
of the
tirely submerged.
Had Spent About $3,500 Each to Segreat flood; the cost of living has
cure Nomlnatior in the
risen to the highest point ever atPrimaries
tained.

Governor Carey Greets Wilson.
Cheyenne, Wyo., Sept 6. Governor
Carey is In Denver to meet Secretary
of Agriculture James F. Wilson and
to participate with other governors,
in the dedication of the "Great Stand- ley Dam." He will be one of the speak
'
V
ers at the meeting.
They Roast Wilson.
Colrado Springs, Sept. 6. James
Wilson, secretary of agriculture of the
United States came in for another HENRY BEATTIE IS
CONFIDENT OF ACQUITTAL.
"roast" from the church people of Colorado when the executive committee
of the Colorado Christian Endeavor Beulah Binford Is to Be Released Tomorrow Paul Beattie Also '
Union passed resolutions denouncing
Expects Freedom.
him for accepting the honorary presidency of he Brewers' exposition at
Bv Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Chicago.
Chesterfield Court House, Va., Sept.
6 "I expect to be home Sunday.
I
SENATOR JOE BAILEY
feel that my story has impressed the
HAS HAD ENOUGH
jury and believe they will give me a!
square deal.",
He Will Retire to Private Life and
This was the confident remark of
'Will Practice Law in New
Clay Beattie Jr., indicted for
Henry
. :
York City.
the murder of his wife, as he sat in
his cell here today, gazing in retros(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Gainesville, Texas, Sept. 6. United pect at the eleven days of evidence
States Senator Joseph W. Bailey to- taking which was brought to a close
the announcement last night. Uneasiness or nervousday, confirmed
made last night that he would not be ness were not visible in his counten
to the U. ance or manner:
a candidate for
S. Senate. His term will expire March
Judge Confers With Attorneys.
3. 1913. It is said Senator Bailey will
Richmond, Va., Sept., 6. Judge Wil-liaA.. Watson, today conferred with
to New York City to practice law
gate and game warden the matter go
U .0. 'Wendenberg and J. M, Gregory,
now seems settled. ' Just Where the after, his term in the Senate expires.
attorneys for the prosecution, and H.
Bailey is Peeved.
preserve will be located will likely
To a few intimate friends, the sen M. Smith Jr. and Hlu Carter, counsel
depend on the report, of Mr. Cooper ator is said to have confided the de for the defense.
and this report will be sent to Washtailed causes of .his action, but these
They met for the usual argument in
ington and as soon as action is taken, friends have refused to pass the in- the absence of the
Jury to determine
the public will Je informed through formation along. Some of the sena what instructions should
be given by
the press.
tor's friends say the action of the the court tomorrow to the Jury as to
Alleged Bootlegger Caught.
present Texas legislature have been the legal construction of various
Mounted Policeman Lambert has ardispleasing to Senator Bailey, but de- kinds of evidence.
rested Philip Hammond at Cimarron, cline to quote or permit the use of The determination of fine
technicalion the charge of bootlegging. He was their names.
ties of law and laying of the legal
held for the action of the grand jury.
Bailey Means It.
basis for the argument of counsel to
',, Wants Buck Deer.
.
Many times today. Senator Bailey morrow were expected to consume the
Game and Fish Warden Gable wants refused to
amplify his brief and pos entire day's conference.
a black tailed buck deer for propagat- itive statement
given out last night
Beulah Binford to Be Released.
ing purposes. Any one who owns such announcing his forthcoming retireMrs. J. E. Binford, mother of Beulah,
a deer will kindly communicate with ment. He would only
say that the saw Judge Watson and attorneys for
Mr. Gable, at Santa Fe.
statement was "emphatic and Irrevoc the. prosecution today concerning the
For the Treasury.
able."
release of her daughter. Judge WatTerritorial Treasurer M. A. Otero
Many Candidates.
son 'declared that unless something
has received the following sums for Those mentioned
as candidates in- unforseen developed he would
issue
the treasury: W. B. Wagner, treasur- clude Governor O. B,
an order for her release tomorrow.
er of San Juan county, $144.67; B. C. Governor Thomas M. Colquitt, former
Campbell, Colo
The Binford girl received the news
Hernandez, .treasurer of Rio Arriba nel Jake Wolters, leader of the
Joyously. When asked if she knew
county,
$165.28; ... Thomas
McBride,
elec- why she had not been
in the state-wid- e
allowed to testitreasurer of Colfax county, $215.60:
Game and Fish Warden Thomas P. tion. Thomas' Ball, leader of the Drys fy she "guessed that they found out
lAi the same election;
Congressman enough through other witnesses."
Gable, game protection, $24.
Randall, Cone Johnson and Judge WilPaul
Good Roads Building.
confined in the same
The latter two Jail, alsoBeattie,
W. R. Smythe, state engineer, in liam Pointdexter.
expects his release tomorwere
for
at
candidates
the
governor
the service of the good roads commisrow.
:
sion of the statet is in Tucumcarl and last election.
Primary Next July.
will begin permanent surveys of the
DREW HOMESTEAD WORTH !
Austin, Texas, Sept. 6. Announce
proposed roads over the Caprock and
$10,000 TO $15,000.
S.
of
U.
ment
Senator Bailey's retire
location of the wagqtt bridge over the
Plata Largo south of Tucumcarl next ment to private life, forecasts an im- B. E. Glick,
Lucky Man, Who Will
week. He has been engaged in lo portant political change in Texas. This
Have First Choice on Berthold
is
elimination
which
an
the
of
issue
cating a road oyer the Caprock Into
Indian Reservation.
montoya this week. It is intended has appeared in practically every im
to put a road through Apache canyon portant political agitation in this state
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
over the Caprock with a 4 per cent for about six years. So numerous and ', Minot, N. D., Sept. 6. B. E.
Glick,
so
were
to
senator's
the
and
lower
friends
loyal
grade
the grade In Tayof Foxholm, N. D., drew homestead
'
lor canyon from 24 per cent to less that repeatedly the alignment of No. 1 in the Berthold Indian reserva"
than half of that figure. Tucumcari "Bailey" and of
was a tion today, :
;,.
.v
News.
The name of the winner was anlarge factor In the voting at the state
- New Date for
Meeting.
legislature and sometimes at the polls nounced by Judge James W. Mitten
The following letter is self explana- on purely state Issues. A successor today to the- thousands of land seek
to Senator Bailey will be selected at ers who assembled from everi corner
tory:
To County Superintendents, City and a primary next July.
'
im iue u. a. ana oravea a neavy ram to
Town Superintendents and Princiattend the drawing.
pals and Teachers of New Mexico. MISSIONARY P0I80NED BECAUSE
The claim drawn by the winner who
Dear Friends The executive comHE OPPOSED POLYGAMY. has first choice of the 160,000 acres of
mittee of the New Mexico Educationfertile soil is valued at from $10,000
al Association have decided to post- Details of the Death or
Rev. E. O. Da- - to $15,000.
pone the 1911 meeting of the assoOther Lucky Ones. "
Vies In British Guiana Are
ciation for two week in view of the
Minot,
Sept. 6. Mr. Glick,
Received.
proclamation of the election which
who drew claim No. 1, is 23 years of
will be held November 7th. In all
to"'
New Mexican) age and owns 120 acres of land two
(By Special Leased rre
probability many members of the asv
Georgetown, British Gulnana, 8ept miles from Foxholm.
sociation would be kept at home if 6 The Rev. E. O.
No. 2 was drawn by Jown Wolden,
Davis, superintend
the meetings should be held in the ent of the British Guiana Mission of of
Ditworth; Minn,, and No. 3 by Edweek preceding the election and af
the Seventh Day Adventists, whose win A. Du Vail of Minot, N. D. Of
ter careful consideration the execu death' at the hands of natives in we the first 73 names
drawn, 54 were
tive committee ' have decided . to fix Interior was announced "
yesterday, those of North Dakota residents and
the days, Thursday, Friday and Satur- was
poisoned. Letters left by the mis ten from Minnesota.
day November 16th, 17th and ltfth.
in detail the circumThe conferences of county superin- sionary gave
:
stances of the crime.
of
and
UNITED TYPOTHETAE IS
tendents
.
city and town superin
understood
It
is
his
that
'
campaign
tendents and principals' win be held
MEETING IN DENVER.
exthe
of
against
practice
polygamy
on Wednesday, November 15th. ,
Reduced rates on the railroads will asperated the natives.
Voting This Afternoon on Preposition
., go on sale on November 12th, good for
to Merge Three Braneea of Or-- ,
S X X 38 JS JK X
return until November 21st The
ganlzatlon.
I New Mexico Central and the D. ft R. X WILL CALL CIVIL
AND
I G. roads have
CRIMINAL DOCKETS.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
granted a rate of one
Judge John R. McFie, tomorDenver, Colo., . Sept. 6. A decision
; fare for the round trip and the Santa
row forenoon, at 10 o'clock, will
was reached this morning at the conFe has granted a fare and a fifth on
call the civil and criminal,
We
SL Its lines in New Mexico.
vention of the United Typothetae to
dockets on the territorial hMa
note to have complete ' information
submit, the proposition for merging
the
court. All attorneys are
of;
the three branches into on organisawith referenced railroad rates ,be- X?
a
k
1
tion. The vote will be taken this
'
afternoon.
(Continued on Page Fire.)
;
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(By Special Leased Wire lo ICew Mexican)
Bellingham, Wash.,. Sept. 6 North
west Washington's first mixed Jury,
six men, and six women, failed to
agree on the guilt or innocence of a
saloonlst charged with selling liquor
to an Indian yesterday and at midnight was ordered locked up for the
night by Superior Judge Kellogg.
The bailiffs escorted the Jurors to
separate dormitories on the top floor
ot the court house and locked them up
until they were released for break-

'

';;

(B Special Leased Wlrr to TTew Mexican)
Washington, D. C, Sept. 6. The
first campaign publicity statements,
those of Senators Martin and Swanson of Virginia, filed in accordance
with the campaign publicity law passed at the present session of Congress
were made public today by order of
Secretary Bennet of the Senate. They
had been kept secret because the act
contained no requirement for publicity
of individual statements filed by can
didates for the Senate J and House.
Both Senators Martin 'and Swanson
showed that on the day their reports
were filed, which was exactly the required ten days before next Thursday, when the Democratic senatorial
primary election will be held in Vir
ginia, they were far below the maximum $10,000 which a senatorial candidate may spend to procure his selection. Each had spent about $3,503.
Of this amount $3,000 was required ot
each candidate to help defray expens
es of the election.
i

,

ANOTHER APPLICATION FOR
..PAROLE OF WALSH.

Last Obstacle Removed by U. S. District Attorney Dismissing Re--"'
maining

Indictments.

(By Spectai Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Chicago, 111., Sept. G. An application for the parole of John R. Walsh,
former Chicago banker, from the penitentiary at Leavenworth, Kas., will be
presented the. Federal Board of Parole
when it meets in that city on Septem:

ber 12.
The last obstacle to his parole was
removed last month when the district
attorney here"" requested the remaining
indictments against the banker be dismissed.

DECLINES TO OFFICIATE'
AT ASTOR-FORCWEDDING.
E

Methodist Minister Asked to Perform
Ceremony at Newport But
Refuses.
-

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Little Compton, R. I., Sept. 6. The
Rev.' Frederick L. Brooks, pastor of
the Methodist church bas been asked
to officiate at the marriage of Colonel
John Jacob Astor and Miss Madeline
Talmage Force, and has declined owing to the . restrictions . which his
church places on the marriage of divorced people. According, to Mr.
Brooks, the date of the wedding was
set for tomorrow, at Newport.

.

"

Sen-tral.o-

Francisco last Saturday."
Men Want to Strike. .
President McCreary of the Federation of Illinois Central Shop Employes said: "The men want to strike
and are growing very restless at the
delay. I think it is due the men that
some decision be reached today."
'

Conference Breaks Up. '
Chicago, 111., Sept. 6. Just before
3 p. m.,. the conference broke up. The
members declined to say whether they
were to reassemble.
Will, Not Affect Harriman Roads.
San Francisco, Calif., Sept. G. Refusal of the officials of the Illinois
Central railroad tp recognize the Federation of Shop Men of that system,
will not affect the situation on the
Harriman system, according to the
statement made by J. W. Kline, president of the Blacksmiths' Union, who
is chairman of the shopmen's committee now in this city.
No Message Received.
When asked whether there was any
truth in the rumor that the shopmen
of the Illinois Central-weronly wait
ing for the sanction of the interna
tional officers in San Francisco before
declaring a strike, Kline replied, that
the officers in Chicago were author
ized to handle the situation there as
they saw best. When pressed for a
more definite answer he said: "Nat-- !
urally the officers there being subordi-nat- e
officials would apply to their superiors for advice." No message had
been received from the East today he
added, with the assurance that none
had been sent out from here.
Members of the general committee
will arrive today but it Is not certain
that a sufficient number will be here
by night for a conference tomorrow.
Conference at Capital.
San Francisco, Calif., Sept. 6. The
international officers of the railroad
shop crafts in conference here, will
leave late today for Sacramento to

(Bv Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)

The School of American Archaeol
with the Bureau
ogy in.
of American
Ethnology begins this
week the excavation of important
ruins in the Jemez district. The work
U under the joint airection of Director
Hewett and Chief of the Bureau of
Ethnology Frederjck W. Hodge. Mr.
Mouge accompanied by K. M. Chapman and Artist Karl Fleischer of the
school, leave for the ruins via Albuquerque today. The latter has been
engaged to paint for the school all the
eld mission churches of New Mexico.
The irst one to be done will be the
old Jernez mission, founded about 1608,
now one of the most venerable ruins
in the United States.
Valle Grande Country.
Director Edgar L. Hewett. accom- panled.by Nathan Goldsmith of St.
Louis, a student in Cornell university,
started today on an archaeological exploration
trip through , the Valle
Grande country to the headwaters of
the Jemez, directly west of Santa Fe.
They go on horse back from the Rio
Grande iron bridge, accompanied by
an Indian guide and pack train.
Inscription Rock,
F. W. riodge chief of the Bureau of
American Ethnology, returned yesterday from an expedition to Inscription
Kock near Zunl where he with Mr.
WEALTHY MEN ARE
Jesse L. Nusbaum of the School of
INDICTED FOR SMUGGLING. American Archaeology have been en
gaged m making photographs and
Federal
Jury Returns True Bill "squeezers" of the historic records inscribed upon this famous rock by varAgainst Leather Manufacturer
and a Coal Operator.
ious explorers from the time of Lor
'
nado down.
'
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
New York, N. T., Sept., 6. United
States District Attorney Wise admit- EUROPE TAKES MORE
HOPEFUL VIEW IN MOROCCO.
ted this afternoon that the Federal
Grand Jury some days ago found separate indictments against Nation Al- Wall Street Responds by Sendina
Stocks Up From One to
len, the wealthy leather manufacturer
Six Points,
of Kenosha, Wis., and John R. Collins, a millionaire coal operator of
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Tennessee, charging smuggling.
New York, N. Y., Sept. 6. The upThe indictments were under seal ward, tendency
of the market the last
until this" afternoon.
few days was still the governing in- $170,000 Worth of Jewels.
fluence during this morning's session,
New York, Sept. 6. The Jewels of
and prices continued to advance. ,
Mrs. Helen D. Jenkins, which have
The initial impetus came from Eur
been the nucleus of stories involving
ope
owing to the more hopeful view
men
of Kenosha, Wis., and
wealthy
taken in the foreign markets as to
Memphis, Tenn., figured again today
in reports that the federal grand Jury the adjustments of the Moroccan dif
Speculation broadened In a
had found indictments for smuggling. ficulty.
These Jewels said to be valued at striking manner in the second hour.
Union Pacific, Reading, Northern Pa$170,000 were given to Mrs. Jenkins in
1909 according to the stories circu- cific, American Smelting.- - and Lehieh
lated and for two years the revenue11 Valley stocks "gained a point, while
officers have been collecting evidence some other stocks were up from one
teat they were brought from Europe to three points. The Hawley group
without payment of duties. Mrs. Jen- was heavily bought, Minneapolis, St.
kins, Collector of the Port Loeb, and Louis preferred, mounting 6
points.
nocds were active and firm.
Deputy Su,rveyor Parr were witnesses
Transactions were on a laree scale
before the grand Jury that investigat
in American Tobacco 6's and
ed the case a month ago.
which
Metropolitan 4
rose over a point.
FREIGHT RATES ON
WOOL ARE UNREASONABLE.
Slight recessions followed the mid- day bulge in prices and the market
So Claim the Shippers antl Commis became very quiet.
sioner Prouty Begins InvestiBull interests derived encourae.
ment from ihe government weekly
gation at Chioago.
weather man. which diselnocii mnu
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) favorable conditions in principal corn
Chicago, 111., Sept., 6. An investi ana wheat regions.
gation into the alleged unreasonable
Close Irregular.
rates on shipments of wools and hides
The market closed irreeular. Ptas.
from western points' to eastern marsure was shown against the market at
kets was begun here today by U. S. tne
delivery hour and seme round
Interstate Commerce Commissioner amounts
of stock were sold. ,
Prouty. A score or more of witness
block of 5,200 shares of TJ. a.
One
es have been summoned to testify
Steel was let go. The price went
here after which Commissioner Prou- down to 71
with 72. Its
will
hold
Densimilar sessions at
ty
highest favorable summing up of con
ver, Albuquerque,
Salt Lake City, ditions oy a trade review.
; .
Phoenix, and Portland-- Oregon.
The reaction ran a similar extort
It is the. contention ot the wool ship- in Union Pacific, Northern Pacific, Lepers that the freight rates have been high Valley ahd Reading and also
advanced 33
per cent since the cut largely into the advances of less
passage of the Hepburn rate law four active stocks.
,
'
years ago, and that the present tar
Closing Quotations.
iff is exorbitant in comparison wKh
New York. Sept. 6. Conner snot.
rates charged for other commodities. 12121-2- ;
Lead dull 4.454.55; SilLondon, Sept. 6. William Burges,
a Yorkshireman,
today successful
swam the English channel from Dover
to Cape Grisnez. The swimmer land
ed at Cape Grisnez at half past ten
this morning, almost exactly twenty-fou- r
hours after leavine Dover.
' Burges has been
trying for years
to emulate the feat of Cantain Webb
of 18S5 and several times he got within a mile of the goal only to be swept
away by the receding tide.
On this occasion,
which
Burges
declared would be his last attempt, he
started from South Foreland at 10:50
o'clock yesterday morning. A strong
tide was flowing and the swimmer had
a tough task to get past Goodwin
bands. Four hours after his departure, the swimmer was onlv nix milps
on his way. This was the last heard
ot him until the news of his success
in reaching the French shore reached
here, and considerable anxiety was be
ing felt as to his fate. A heavy fog
enveloped the channel last night and
the crossing steamers failed to sight
the swimmer.
Burges success in today in swimming the Enelish channel followed
nine unsuccessful attempts to negoti
ate the narrow span of water between
French and English coasts.
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Inter-boroug- h
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attend a conference at Sacramento tonight, bearing directly on the present
X disagreement with the employers.
S JUDICIAL DISTRICT
' CONVENTION. X J. W. Klin, president of the InterX
national Blacksmiths' Union, said he
WUI Be Held at Santa Fe on X was not at liberty to give out the put
X pose of ' the conference
X
8unday, October.
although it
X
Chairman Thomas B. Catron X was sufficient importance to cause a
DEMOCRATS APPEAR TO
S of Santa Fe county; Chairman X hurried trip to the capital city.
BE ENTHUSIASTIC
X Alexander Read of Rio Arriba X
X county, and Frahk Staplin as X
Choice for Convention City Lies Be- X ' proxy for Chairman W. ; Qoff X COLORADO TO VOTE
ON JUDICIARY RECALL
' tween Santa Fe and Clovis,
conX
X Black of Santa Fe county,
According to Report.
X ferred yesterday afternoon aft- - X
Constitution Tinkering In Centennial
X er the adjournment of the Re-- X
State Furthered by Direct
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
X publican .territorial central X
Albuquerque, N. M., Sept 6.rrPne of
Legislation
League.
X
decided
to
X committee and
call
the largest and most enthusiastic meetX the district judicial convention X
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) ings of the Democratic central com
X to nominate a candidate for dis- - X
Denver, Colo., Sept. 6. An amend mittee in the history of that party
X trict Judge and another for dis- - X ment to the constitution
providing fot Is being held here today. The plans
X trict attorney for the district X the recall of the
as proVided for the first state campaign are under
Judiciary
X composing Santa Fe, Rio Ar-- , X in the Arizona constitution before
it discussion and the place for holding
X riba and San Juan counties, X was eliminated
President Taft will the convention will be fixed this after
by
X to meet at Santa Fe, the day X be submitted to Colorado voters at noon. Clovis and Santa Fe are conX after the first state convention X the next state election, if the campaign sidered to have the lead. '
X at Las Vegas adjourns. : This X statrted by the Direct
Legislaion
X will bring the meeting : very X
YOUNG GIRL 8HOT
League Is successful
X probably on Sunday, October X
BY HER SWEETHEART.
The league's Judicial committee has
X 1. The hour Of the meeting is X
the Judiciary recall and recapproved
X to be 3 o'clock in the afternoon X ommended that
steps be taken at once (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
and the apportionment is to be X to initiate such an amendment by peGlobe, Arts., Sept. 6. The victim
X the same as for the state'eou- - X tition.
of alleged Jealousy, Pepe Drackollch,
a 16 year old Slavonian girl, was
X ventiori, that is Santa F coun- - X
X ty 17 delegates, Rio Arriba 16 X
shot four times through the abdomen
SUGAR
UP
GOES
REFINED
'
X delegates and San Juan 6 del-- X
ANOTHER FIFTEEN CENTS. today and probably fatally wounded.
Tom Vuletch, a former sweetheart,
X egates. These need not tteces-- X
is In fill charged with the shooting.
X (saiUy be the same delegates X
(Br Special leuca Wire to New Mexttan)
X as those to the state conven- - X
New York, Sept . All grades of It was said that the accused man was
X tion.
X refined sugar were advanced fifteen told by the girl's brother that she had
another sweetheart.
st
r,
cents a nunarea pounas toaa.
XX x
2
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s
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(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Chicago, 111., Sept. 6. The arrival
here today of Julius Kruttschnitt, vice
prtsident and director of mainteance
oi' way of the Harriman lines, was expected to develop
hearing on the Illinois Central labor differences.
The
Harriman executive, who rejected the
demands of the railroad
shopmen
made at San Francisco last week, was
believed to have a conference with
President Markham o" the Illinois
his program today. Mr. Markham on Monday declined to meet
agents of the nw federation of Illinois
Central Shop Workers, just as did
Kruttschnitt at San Francisco.
Mr. Kruttschnitt went direct to his
offices where he was in conference
with his assistams for several hours.
He declined to discuss the labor dispute on the Harriman lines bit Baid
he might have something to say later
in the day.
Not Interested in Illinois Central.
Representatives o.. the nine crafts
6Tthe Illinois Central shopmen and
officers of the federated body, resumed their conference
behind closed
doors. When seen shortly before
noon, Julius Kruttschnitt said: "I am
not interested in any Official way in
the Illinois Central railroad labor
trouble and know nothing about it ex
cept what I have read in the newspapers. The Harriman ilnes and the Illinois Central re entirely independent and I do not see how I could ue
called in conference with President
Markham. In regard to the situation
on the Harriman lines there have been
no new developments since I left San
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prime paper
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34;

Mexican dollars 45; Call money steady
2
per cent; Amalgamated 69;
Sugar 117; Atchison 1041-2- ;
Great
Northern pfd. 1241-4- ; New York Central 1041-4- ; Northern Pacific 1181-4- ;
PhaIIW.
Reading 144: South am
1101-2- ;
Union Pacific 169
Steel
8

8

LOST CATTLEMAN TURNS
UP IN CALIFORNIA.

Disappeared Ten Years Ago From St.

Louis, Now Lives at Calexico,
California.
(Bv Special Lenaed Wire to New Mexican
Efonhamj, .Texas, Sept 6 Adolph
Kessllng, a widely known cacttleman
of this city who disappeared :,, ten
years ago, is now declared to be alive
and well at Calexico, Calif. In 1901,
he went to St. Louis with a load of
cattle, sold them, deposited the proceeds in a bank and then dropped out
of sight. Recently his wife received
a letter from him saying he was in
California and would return home
r v .' .0 ;:.''.:!'
:
soon.
She sent Charles Shree, a son-ln- law to California, tp investigate the
letter and he replied a day or two ago
that It was written by Kessflng but
gave no particulars.
:
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YOU TAKEJIO

The Little Store

WE

Southern Corner Plaza.

Santa Fe.

TICKETS

REGISTER

GIVE

GO.

GROCERY
Telephone

ALL

WITH

No. 40.

CASH

PURCHASES.

Oilthe very

best-an-

Sardines,

d

Six
Phone,

191

Bifc

i

Don't forget our bread

Loaves for 25c.

NAPOLEON

Black

WHOLESALE

RETAIL

&

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.
Sole Agent

For INTERNATIONAL

FOOD.

STOCK

All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and package

ALFaLFA SEED.

S

The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe

45

PIAN05

PIAN05

ten months. They have hundreds of
satisfied customers in New Mexico
and Arizona.
Learnard-Lindeman-n
Co.
A letter, a telegram or a telephone
A
Schiller.
to them regarding pianos, prices and
'
Victor
,
terms will prove to prospective plane
n
buyers that the firm of
MM ton and the World Famous Cecillan
Co. will meet every customer
Interior Playe Pianos, and many more than half way In making
other makes.
purchase of a piano a simple and sat
This firm has purch'atie. over six Isfactory business transaction, not on
car loads of pianos during the past of doubt and uncertainty.

Chlckering Bros.
Bueft and Lane.

Learnard-Lln-dema-

Jesse-Frewc-

LEARNARD-LINDEMAN-

,

The Square Music Dealers

:- -:

CO.

N

Albuquerque,

N. M.

::

Established

1900

SANTA FE OFFICE WITH SANTA FE TRAIL CURIO CO.

R. J. CRICHTON
LUMBER & COAL YARD
Building Materials

Dawson Coal.

Near Union Depo

Hardware

rv.

J

Santa

Trail

Why Import Mineral Water?

DYSPEPSIA

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water,
Kinds
Soda,
Ball
Special High
Ginger Ale

FE

THE

i

eal

Screened

V;-

SEND YOUR ORDERS TO

FRANK F. GORMLEY, SANTA FE, N. M.
19

Black.

-

..

&L 'Phone

MORGAN LIVERY CO.
Successor to
Williams

B. P.
have purchased the entire stock of horses and equipment
Owned by B. P. Williams and will continue to operate It as aformerly
FIRST
CLA8S LIVERY where we will be ready at all times of day or
night
to furnish you with any kind of a rig you may want. I will endeavor
to give prompt and efficient service and trust to merit your patronage.
I

Businessman Dies Suddenly.
.'Prom
William Marling, a young businessBARRANCA
TAOS
man of Cimarron, Colfax county, died
within an hour of being taken ill with Meets Both North
South
congestion of the brain. He-- was a
Bounds Trains
For Best Laundry Work
native of Iowa, 39 years old, married
and a member of the Elks' lodge at
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
Raton.
the north, bound train and arrives at
BASKET LEAVES MONDAY AND TUESDAY
Taos at 7 p. m.
RETURNS THURSDAY AND FRIDAY
Ten mil, -- barter than inv nthur
Are You a 8eller? An advertisementn the classified columns of the way. Good covered-nackand good
New Mexican will put your real estate teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Teams
at O. K. Barber Shop.
on the market effectively. It will put furnished commercial men to take In gency
- Mrs. P.O. Brown,
Agent.
the facts of your property before the the surroundinfl towns. Wire Embudo
i Station.
eyes of all possible buyers.
Phone Red No. 23.
Phone, Red No, 23

TO

Imperial Laundry

AT 310 SAN FRANCISCO ST

Santa Fe, N.

M

,

9

CHAS. CLOSSON

Don Gasper Ave.

FKUJT CLASS HACK SERVICE

-

s

Red

WoocJ
Lump

LIVERY STABLE

FOR STANDARD APPLE, PEACH
AND PEAR BOXES

m

WATER

R M. JONES.

FRUIT BOXES

Phone

Company

Ca-tan- h

PHONE, RED 100.

Phone

0 oo

ad

Flagstaff STANDARD Peach, Pear and Apple Boxes,
(let your order in. The price is right.

436 Canon Road.

JL

JiilX

FRUIT BOXES
333 HICKOX STREET.

t

Rj

Semi-Weekl-

Phone Black

LEO HERSCH

45

SKWl

tion so near.
BUY ONE OF OUR 8AWS AND IT WILL BE THE BEST SAW
It has been recognized for some and a committee of H. H. Dorman and
"YOU EVER SAW."
time what Santa Fe needs is a good E. R. Paul was appointed to gather in
ALL OF OUR HARDWARE WILL
STAND
THE HARDEST
road to the Rito so that tourists can the shekels needed.
WEAR. LONG YEARS IN THE BUSINESS HAVE TAUGHT
US
get out there and back in a day or two
Horticultural Exhibit.
T ME KINDS THAT BEST STAND THE TEST.
without suffering a week afterward
f
Chamber-oRichie6f"the
Secretary
WE ARE HERE TO STAY A LONG TIME, AND WE KNOW WE
from fatigue.
Commerce was directed to look after
CAN DO BEST BY SELLING THE BEST.
Dr. Edgar L. Hewett, director of
the horticultural exhibit in the U. S.
the School of American Archaeology, Bank and
million-bladeTrust Company's windows
Wood-Davi- s
grass
Co.
and Frank Owen, manager of the San which is under
the auspices of the
That we may walk upon or idly pluck. ta Fe Water and Light Company, enWe sow It broadcast as if 'twere thusiastic ' autoist and booster for Santa Fe Chamber of Commerce. This
Phone 14.
If Its Hardware We Have It
Phone 14
exhibit is attracting lots of attention
springtime seed
Santa Fe, were the speakers, and they and
immense
the
fruits
and
vegetables
And mourn when it doth weaken till went over the matter thoroughly with
speak volumes for " the resources ot
the ground
,
the members of the Laamber of Com this
county.
We once saw green hath patches of merce.
S. G. Cartwright presided at the
bare soil,
$200 Would Do It.
FOR THAT SUMMER OUTING
meeting which was an enthusiastic
And our few plants but struggle
For the sum of $ 200 it was estimat one.
through in spots
It
ed the road could be completed.
Of richer earth, nor bloom nor bear. will be remembered that a portion ot
MEXICAN HATS
It If you are out of
and we
the road was recently finished at an a Let Him Knowmust
let the employer
New aud Full Assortment of Unique San Juan Potter
position, you
Disconsolate, weep o'er our, vanished expense of $450. The members of
know it. A want advertisement in the
friends.
Latest in Hand Color
the Chamberof Commerce took no New Mexican will reach
Artistic
every busiaction last night but it looks as ness and
Post
Cards.
tog
man
in
the
Framing.
city
professional
though the project will meet with fa- and county and a great many in the
demand
constant
the
vor,
considering
If
have any special tal
(MUNI THE STITE
made by sightseers and scientists :o territory.not you
Fe
Curio
hide it under a bushel.
ent, do
hura
out
to
and
back
in
Rito
the
get
San Francisco Street.
ry. Many people come to Santa Fe
A Smile of a Child,
Lean Wolf's
Medical Society.
and never visit the Rito for the sim- Barriers BurnedEnd,
The New Mexico Medical 'Society
Away, at the Elks' to
ple reason that they fear the trip will
la in session today at Las Vegas.
take up too much time and too much night.
energy.
y
for Las Cruces.
Apple Congress, Etc.
The Rio Grande Republican at Las
Former
Governor L. Bradford Prlnc
Cruces is to be published
addressed the meeting, insisting that
hereafter.
Santa Fe should send delegates tothe
apple congress which meets in Denver
: : WHEN YOU CAN GET THE : :
Sixteenth Anniversary of .Wedding. and of which he is the president; also
and Diseases of the
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas W. Garrard of to the public land Conference and
Stomach emd Intestines
Las Vegas yesterday celebrated their other meetings. Governor Prince
afsixteenth wedding anniversary.
may be speedily relieved and in a
All
matters
of
out
the
important
pointed
short time entirely removed by a
be
will
Mexico
that
New
fecting
safe
and
harmless
absolutely
remedy,
Marriage License at Las Vegas.
brought up at these meetings.
recommended by the medical proA marriage license was granted at
No action- was taken on the matter
fession of Europe.
D elivered to your house. Patronize home industry. Leave orders at
Las Vegas to Adelaida Archuleta and for in these days when the railroad
Serafina Chavez of Lagunita.
KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.
pass has been eliminated, few feel
willing to stand the expense of railSANTA
CO.
MINERAL
Elks Let Contract for Club House.
road fare and hotel bills, and the cities
Las Vegas Elks have let the con as a rule extend merely a cordial intract for their club house to A. M. vitation to delegates to attend, selHorn of Tucumcari for $25,111.
dom furnishing them iree subsistence.
as this remedy is named, is introduced to
the American public as the best and safest
Teachers Are Coming.
treatment in all cases of weak, sluggish
WHOLESALE
Granted.
Licenses
Marriage
Professor Rupert F. Asplund of the
and Impaired digestion, indicated by the
were
licenses
AND
RETAIL
Marriage
granted yes department of education, called the
following symptoms: Coated tongue, lack
of appetite, vomiting. Jaundice, Durning
terday at Albuquerque to Alice Ran- attention of the members to the teach
pain In stomach, headache, acidity,
RATON
kin and Albert P. Learned, and Josie ers convention wnicn win De neia
dizziness, constipation, colic, general
depression, aversion to certain foods,
YANKEE
Campfield and J. Benson Newell.
here November 16 to 19. It is planned
dyspepsia, diarrhoea, flatulence, stomach
ache, etc.
CERRILL08
to give them a warm welcome.
Stomal! x is prepared by Saiz de Carlos,
Municipal Convention.
a physician, surgeon and pliannaceutist
$50 for Pictures.
of
in
highest standing
hnrope.
Mayor Elder of Albuquerque, has
Mr. King a talented photographer
Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smithing Coal. Steam Coal.
Stomal- !- is not a mere
invited the mayors of New Mexico to from Los
stimulant, making the patient the victim
Angeles, who Is on his way
Sawed Wood and Kindling.
of a medicine habit, but restores the diattend a municipal convention at Al to Boston offered to deliver lectures
gestive functions to robust heulth. with
MONTEZUMA
AVENUE
state fair next with views of Santa Fe provided the
to
buquerque during-thdo their work without
CAPITAL COAL YARD.
the capacity
Near A. T. A 8. F. Depot.
iuriner aia. nor aaie oy au iruggiazs.
month.
85
city will furnish $50 to defray the
Telephone
Telephone 85
E. FOUGERA & CO.
expense ot taking the views and gathStabbed In Back.
York.
New
S.
V.
Agents,
a
would
:.
material. This
prove
Nineteeen year old Samuel Robin-eo- n er'ng advertisement for the new state
was stabbed in the back at Den- good
ver by Moses Lerner, who disputed
with him over the use of a telephone.
REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE
$100 REWARD, $100.
Lerner was arrested.
i
The readers of this paper will be KERR'S SHOP, HEADQUARTERS FOR
13
at least
pleased to learn that there
CAD CAT C Improved and unimproved City Property, Orchards
Could Not Pay His Bills.
HUBB'S LAUNDRY.
Because he could not pay his gro one dreaded disease that science has Phone us, we will be
I
Un
and RancLes; Also a number of the finest Fruit and
to
call
for
glad
cery bills, Granville Burchett drained been able to cure in all its stages, and rear laundry on Mondays
Alfalfa Ranches in theEspanola Valley with the Very Best of water rjjhts
Tues- and
Cure
Hall's
Catarrh
is
Catarrh.
a bottle of cholorofom at Denver yes that
dayg and deliver on Thursdays
and one of the finest orchards on the Tesnqoe at a Bargain.
terday. He has a wife and child, and is the only positive cure now known
to the medical fraternity. Catarrh be Fridays.
was employed In a dairy.
All work
ing a constitutional disease, requires are mended it guaranteed; your aocka
Modern Residences for Rent.
and buttons sewed an
treatment.
Hall's
a
constitutional
New Theater for Las Vegas.
shirts
extra
without
your
charge.
Cure is taken internally, acting
Christian Wiegand at Las Vegas,
has let the contract for a motion pic directly upon the blood and mucous PHONE RED 122 PHONE REB 122
103
ture theater between Sixth and Sev surfaces of the system, thereby de
Palace
Ave.
R. H. STOLLE, Agent.
enth streets. The house will have a stroying the foundation of the disease,
and giving the patient strength by
seating capacity of 400.
building p the constitution and as-Accidental Shooting.
sisting nature in doing Its work. The
Pedro Antonio was' accidentally proprietors have so much faith in its
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT
shot and painfully though not serious curative powers tnat they offer One
La Salle Restaurant
ly wounded at Las Vegas, by the dis Hundred Dollars for any case that it
charge of a gun in the hands of Juan fails to cure. Send for list ot testi
CHAS. GANN, Prop.
Silva and Miguel Sena, aged about monials,
r
thirteen years.
Telephone II.
Address F. J. CHENEY & CO., To
.
Two Doors Below F. Andrews Store.
ledo, O.
Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses Single .
Cost $15 to Be Drunk.
Sold by all Druggists, 75c.
Regular Meals 25 cents.
Vivian Chaves was fined $15 and
Suggies, Surries, Saddle Horse.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constipa
Rooms for Rent '25c and 60c.
costs at Las Vegas for being drunk.
:
'..
'
':
tion.'
Hours.
All
at
Short
Orders
His habits also seem to have gotten
Wfcet in Need of Anyflitor
him Into prior scrapes for he has
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
been Indicted for shooting Modesto
ii the UVERY LINE.
French Noodle Order 20c. a dish,
Martinez with Intent of killing him. WOOD YS HACK LINE
Drivers Faraktel
New Tork Chop Suey 60c.
semi-weekl- y

Phone Black

r!37.

d

Mushrooms, French Peas and Antipasto

These lines are like home to us.

BILIOUS HEADACHE

A FRAGMENT.
FRIENDSHIP
(By Mrs. O. A. Foster.)
We build a secret temple for our love
And hide it there that few but we may
know
Its safe abiding place.
Friendship we treat as if it were the

GOOD EATING!
Imported

8, 1911.

e

They are so Delicious.

TER

SEPTEMBER

CURE ft

Gently but) thoroughly cleanse your
Liver, Stomach and 'Bowels
You feei great by Morning.
Chamber of Commerce Is You're billious, you have a throbsensation in your head, a bad
Asked to Raise $200 More bing
taste in your mouth, your eyes burn,
your skin is yellow, with dark rings
to Finish It
under your eyes; your lips are parched. No wonder you feel ugly, mean
test?
and ill tempered. Tour system is full
DELEGATES
TO
CONVENTIONS
The most scientific, common-sensof bile not properly passed off, and
treatment is Rexall Orderlies, which
what you need is a cleaning up inside.
are eaten like candy. They are veiy
Various Other Matters Discussed Don't continue being a bilious nuispronounced, gentle and pleasant in acance to yourself and those who love
evat Enthusiastic Meeting
in
tion, and particularly agreeaMa
you, and don't resort to harsh physics
ery way. They do not cai:se diarrLast Night
that irritate and injure. Remember
hoea, nausea, flatulence, griping or
that every disorder of the stomach,
any inconvenience wnatever. Rexall
liver and intestines can be quickly
Orderlies are particularly good for ta A featura, of the meeting of the San- cured
by morning with gentle, thorFe Chamber of Commerce held last
children, aged and delicate persons.
Cascarets
was
and
which
ough
attended
thy work while you
night
largely
We urge you to try Rexall OrderA
box from your druglies at our risk. Three sizes, 10c, 25c, was the discussion of the completion sleep.
and 50c. Remember you can get Rex- of the road from Santa Fe to the Rito gist will keep you and the entire famChilall Remedies in this community only; de los Frijoles canon, opening up the ily feeling good for months.
to dren love to take Cascarets, because
at our store The Rexall Store. The priceless treasures of this region
Fischer' Drug Co., 232 San Francisco tourists and bringing wealth to the they taste good and never gripe or
city, which has such a great attrac- sicken.
Street.

Try Rocky Ford Water Melons

1

GASCARETS

TO

Our Reputation and Money Is Back of
This Offer.
We pay for all the medicine used
during the trial, if our reme' fails
to completely relieve you of constipation. We take all the risk. You are
not obligated to us in any way whatever, if you accept our offer. Could
anything be more fair for you? Is
there any reason why you should hesitate to put our claims to a practical

DENVER BREAD
'

RISK

WEDNESDAY,

Per Mre at pepvlar pHsas

eaters

'
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-
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uci
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Nualsa and saddle hersw.
- w
me:;:c:nci.rT.
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r
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wigwag
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and began to paint It that was the
it understood, are protected by the
which does not levy an LOTAVE
age of the madonnas.
;
government,
TUFT DOES HOT
BREAKS
TaJepfaosw kU K and have
Resemblance Between Venus and j
import tax, it is true, because no lemMany Santa Fe People Fail to Realize
!
yossr orders delivered.
ons are imported into Italy; but it
Madonna.
j
the Seriousness.
does
a
en
to
substantial
give
bounty
"And
Backache is so deceptive.
dif-i
yet there is not bo much
MII1PC II
T ference between the Venus
courage the business, and the entire
It comes and goes keeps you
and the
I
fUllUU
llllllUL
whether
Italian
consum'r.g
nation,
.madonnas as the old fellows painted
guessing.
lemons or not, helps to pay it. In
tnem. Turn the Venus' eyes up toi
Learn the cause then cure It
this country we import half of the
heaven' and the Madonna's down to!
Nine times out ot ten it comes from
soda, ron bkw
New
Is
York
First
World
Draft
of
Evening
lemons we use, and we place an imMessage
uu mey migm De sisters, so
the kidneys.
COCO
ELCMHIE
FIZZ,
tXTBEHt,
COLL, x x x
tax on those coming from abroad.
Gives
HeadThat's why Doan's Kidney Pills
strong is the resemblance between
Apt to Be Vigorous and port
This has encouraged production tn
them.
are so effective.
Aztec
Genuine
Mineral
Water.
Spring
line to His Work
Trenchant
this country and has resulted in put"It is only within the last one hunThey're especially lor sick or weaka
ting curb on the rapacity of the im
ened kidneys.
jtt arista sndefMi
bottuw woas brky met;
dred years or go that artists began
porters, who formerly manipulated
Here's a Santa Fe case:
to paint the third element and in my
Proprietor.
IT DOWN the market to their entire satisfaction SEEKS A MODERN MONK LISA mind
TONES
Jose Ortiz y Baca, Alto St., Santa CABINET
the greatest of woman's charm3
But
to
listen
of
the
the
used
importers
1907
plea
I
Fe, N. Mex., says: "In
her mind. Not one woman In ten
speaking in disguiae from benea'h
Doan's Kidney Pills for pains in my
thousand
perhaps not in a million-un- ites
the
of
No
mantle
the "consumer," namelj
Doubt Many a Woman Will
hack which had troubled me for three President's Western Trip Will
these
three elements in all
the retailers and push-camen domiThey brought prompt relief
Feel That She Can Fill
years.
their perfection. Beauty without the
Include Ceremonies at
the
nated
in
Little
by
importers
so
Ita.j
I
that
gave
and proved
satisfactory
gleam of intelligence behind it is an
the Role.
San Francisco.
on the East Side of New York. They
a public statement in their praise.
unlighted lamp. A mind without a
ask
tne
for
lemons
in
of
free
behalf
Now, after two and a half years have
soul to soften and
the reCarl Lotave, well known in Santa morseless conclusions mellow
Washington, D. C., Sept. 6. Presi sick! In fact, not one hospital in the
passed, I glady confirm every word of
of feminine
tren- country made a plea for free .lemons. Fe where he painted the beautiful pica
and
has
Taft
dent
I
vigorous
can
add
that
I
testimonial.
that
logic is not worth painting except as
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
have since used Doan's Kidney Pills chant style of expression which he With lemons, under the force of home tures of the RIto de los Frijoles a sort of freak. The Venus of today
lower
and
than
any
addresses
competition,
in
uses
cliff
selling
public
canon, the
freely
dwellings and of the must have the three dimensions
giving them a more thorough trial
of
I in public documents, as, for instance, other fruit in the market lower even arrival of Don Diego de Vargas in beauty beauty of soul,
and have received great benefit.
beauty of body
than
an
DIRECTED BY THE CHRISTIAN BROTHERS
absurd plea. Santa Fe, etc., and whose skill as a
potatoes what
know that this remedy Is a cure for in messages to Congress and in his
beauty of mind.
'
was
Rather
the
not
to
it
In
boulevardiers,
attitude
veto
his
and
also
dishas
messages,
been
portrait
painter
backache and kidney complaint"
"In America the blending of races
THE OLDEST AND MOST POPULAR INSTITUTION IN
For sale by all dealers. Price 5f ward people and delegations that call the bartenders, the idle loungers in played in various homes here and in has produced a new
wonderful
and
who
the
for
free
clubs",
the
House.
fact
In
THE SOUTHWEST
at
pleaded
White
really
the
presithe southwest, has created a stir in
centa FosteMIilburu Co., Buffalo
type of physical beauty, and your civito make their cocktails, their art circles in the great
New York, sole agents for the United dent indites his views with such force lemons
metropolis, lization gives women more encourthat he becomes at times vehement and gin fizzes, their mineral water "lemon New York City.
States.
to develop their souls and
LITERARY and SCIENTIFIC
Mr. Lotave left Santa Fe last Feb- agement
Remember the name Doan's and the proofs which the public printer squashes," and the other concoctions
their brains.
honof
the
not
be
revisto
be
Why
him
mixologist?
have
sends
to
few
months
a
in
Paris
ruary
generally
take no other.
spend
Academic and Preparatory Courses form Separate Departments
"So perhaps, it is in this great new
ed, toned down, and expurgated to suit est about it, and if these are the real where several of his pictures were
I
find
shall
fancied
burden
Send for Prospectus
sufferers
the
the
of
lookam
from
I
country
face
Boarding and Day Students.
the maturer thought of the president
highly praised by great art critics.
and his advisers, for all of his public the lemon tariff, why not help them
He arrived in New York a week or ing for the face of the modern womutterances are usually gone over at out with a few free lemons direct so ago and on August 31 Xfxola Greel- an who loves and laughs or perhaps it
is
Studies Resumed
BROTHER EflWlRD, PRES
cabinet
meetings before they are giv from the lemon groves? But would ey Smith, a well known writer for the it?"that she laughs af love. Which is
MONEY AND METALS.
inone
a
and
September 5th.
great
world.
grpwing
to
destroy
out
the
New York Evening World interviewed
St. Louis, Mo., Sept. 6. Lead, quiet en
I didn't answer, even if I knew. I
It was made known, a few weeks dustry on the simple pleas put forth him under a triple column headline wouldn't
4.371-2- .
Spelter quiet 5.80.
give the new Mona Lisa's
by the importing interests?
was
which
tne
in
read
a
Search
of
that
"Artist
writing
ago,
LARD
AND
president
RIBS.
GRAIN. PORK,
secret away.
antici
on
in
a
train
veto
two
Modern
Lisa
Mona
Roams
for
World
messages
Chicago, 111., Sept. 6. Wheat Sept.
Woman's Face as Model."
pation of action by Congress on tariff PRICES ON KANSA8 CITY
Dec. 96
9218l-4- ;
CATTLE MARKET RULE LOW
Both of these vetoes were afterbills.
A picture of the $5,000,000 Mona I
New Mexico
641-4- .
Dec.
illiifft inn "iiniim
Corn Sept.
"toned down" by the president,
was
which
ward
Lisa
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SANTA FE'S LOSS.
j
' Santa Fe could have had the first j
state convention of the Republican
party. In fact, Santa Fe had the convention when the roll call was finished, and it was only when one delegate after another arose to fchange
his vote, that the convention slipped
out of Santa Fe's hands. And why'
Because Santa Fe's businessmen made
not the slightest effort to secure the
important gathering. It would not
have taken much effort.
Several
committeemen very friendly to Santa
Fe, did not happen to be in the hall
of representatives when the vote was
taken; several others who had intended to vote for Santa Fe and could have
been easily persuaded to stani by
Santa Fe, were inveigled at the luit
moment by illusionary political considerations to cast their votes for tne
Meadow City. Perhaps, it was not
worth while, but it must be remembered that the convention will be
the largest gathering of a political nature ever held in New Mexico. In addi
tion to the 313 delegates that will be
present, there will be a host of candidates with their retinue, hundreds of
onlookers from all parts of the state.
During the three days that the convention will be in session, at least a
thousand outsiders will be in the
Meadow City and they will leave from
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iHE SUMMER SCHOOL.
Sufficient time has elapsed to form
a conservative estimate of the value
to Santa he qf the summer session of
the School of American Archaeology.
Making allowance for the first enthusiasm, the fact remains, that the foundation has been laid for a great institution and that Santa Fe has now
not only within- its reach, but in its
actuaj possession, the means of establishing a permanent annual world-wid- e
educational gathering, greater and
more attractive than any Chautauqua,
a movement that commands not only
local support, but the enthusiastic approbation of aien and women of culture and means, the world over. That
has been a dream of those thougntful
ot Santa Fe's real advancement, to
gain the Interest of more than the
transient tourist, and the dream is
about to oe fulfilled.' How an outsider views the results
attained this year, the New Mexican
is privileged to gather from a signed
editorial in the- as yet unpublished
Rito de los Frijoles ; Gazette.
It is
from the pen of no less a man than
Frank Springer, a man well known in
the scientific world of the United
States as well as of Europe, a man
quiet, thoughtful,.. generous, conaerva- -

-

QUESTION THAT IS SETTLED.
The Hon. Charles A. Spiess had a
greater advantage propounding law
to a mixed assembly like that of the
Republican central committee yesterday, than he has in arguing a purely
legal question before the supreme
court. It takes merely an air of assurance and of superior wisdom, to'
impress an ordinary audience with ?15,000 to $20,000.
the profundity of one's legal knowlFortunately, next to Santa' Fe, Las
edge. To assert in stentorian tones Vegas is the best
city from the
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constitutional
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dent Taft to veto a resolution that ap- which to hold
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proved the constitution of the two ter- Meadow
City deserves its good forritories, but that it is absurd, ridicu- tune.
Nevertheless, a little ginger on
lous, to maintain that he had the right
to veto a resolution disapproving the the part of local businessmen, and
their undivided and enthusiastic supconstitution, is to carry conviction. If
made with sufficient depth of 'voice port of the Chamber of Commerce,
and flinging of hands, it is sure to would prevent Santa Fe from sufferbring forth applause and visible won. ing just such defeats as wis given
der that one small head can carry all her interests In the central committee meeting yesterday.
; '
it knows.
astute
such
were
However, there,
The census bureau today issued a
constitutional lawyers, as the late
statement of the domestic
Judge John H. Knaebel, who held and preliminary
contended for the very thing deemed animals, poultry and bees on the farms
so absurd by Mr. Spiess. In fact, it and ranges ot the New England and
comes from very good authority,- that Middle Atlantic states and the total
President Taft and Attorney General value Is a sum to stagger the ImagiThe total is $446,669,394,
a
Wickersham, unofficially, hold the nation. more
than $126,000,000 in ten
same opinion as did Judge Knaebel. gain of
wowever, they had not yet heard years. New York leads, of course,
m Mr. Spiess.
They relied on with $182,878,773, with Pennsylvania
with $141,371,540 or $50,000,000
uise 3, of Section VII, of the Con- second
dition of the United States, which more than all the New England state3
;
ys:' "Every order, resolution; or taken together. Maine is third ' with
then New Jersey $24
- te to which the concurrence of the $25,161,839;
Vermont $22,642,866; Massa
." nate and House of Representatives 553,894;
chusetts $14,143,733; New Hampshire
ly be necessary ( except on a ques.
tion of adiournment) shall be present $11,910,478, an3 Rhode Island $3,271,-S10Horses and colts lead in value
ed to the president of the United
States ; and before the same shall take with $203,000,000, then come cattle
$23,000,000;
.poultry
effect, shall be approved by him, or $181,000,000;
helnir rtianrmrnvpri hv him. shall be swine $18,646,414; sheep and- lambs
bees
of the Senate $11,000,000; mules $8,000,000;
by
and House of Representatives, accord- $1,400,000; asses and burros $100,000,
and goats $60,000.
ing to the rules and limitations prescribed in the case of a bill."
In all the sordid accounts of the
Constitutional
attorneys of ac
Beattle
murder trial in Virginia, the
to
adhere
stilt
knowledged standing,,
the Cronosition that the constitution most significant phrase was: "The
of New Mexico could not have been whitehaired father of the prisoner
liisarmroved over the president's veto covered his face with a palm leaf fan
s
majority of each through this portion of the testimony,"
except by
would
have been which related to his son's shameful reit
and
that
House,
i ma- - lations ..with at young girl and his
'imDOSsible
to' secure
'
drunken dissipations.
It is a multijority for such a purpose either at the tude of' fathers
j mothers who
past or at the coming session. They would cover their and
faces with palm leaf
may all be wrong, and Mr. Spiess may
be right, but there is at least room fans at this very moment if they were
for areument and a discounting ol told or knew of the deeds and conex cathedra opinions that seek, to duct of sons and daughters, of whose
ridicule those who hold otherwise life, in their ignorance, they are prom
than does Mr. Spiess on what, to say And yet, fathers and mothers are to
the least, Is a mooted question of con blame, for if they were to insist at
stitutional law. Despite his pronun- - the polls, in society, in civic life, at
and each village
ciamento, there are still a few who home, that each city
continue to maintain that New Mexico be kept morally clean, that the rewould have come in "automatically" sorts of vice and dissipation be root
next June. However, that is a mere ed out, there would be far fewer Hen
academic question that no longer con- ry Beatties in this country.
cerns New Mexico or its people, and
Mr. SDiess deserves such credit as
The holding of the Republican state
belongs to a patriotic citizen who has convention at Las Vsas from Sepworked intelligently, laiiniuny,
tember 28 to 30, assures a live weeks'
and ODenly. with every mean state campaign. This is ve,y short
with
and method at his command,
and yet long enough, if the campaign
Senators. ReDresentatlves, w tn mnu- is vigorous, wholehearted and enthuential and wealthy men, at the White siastic. The Republican organization
wmiHP and at the Canttol. to hasten has been
put in splendid shape by
the advent of statehood. Mr. Spiess State Chairman Bursum, Committeea
was on the ground and he knows
man Solomon Luna, and the other ofgood deal, in fact he Knows more tnan ficers and leaders: In fact, it is due
he Is now or ever ''"will De wining io to them that victory seems so cer' ;
A

-

-

-

ried away the firm conviction that
nothing near so good could ever happen again. Whoever listened to their
accounts of doings here, saw in the enthusiasm of the narrators, the evi
dent signs of a transient sensation,
"New Mexico, having accepted the
location, under the lead of a few public spirited citizens, of the school in
her capital with complacent tolerance,
was by no means certain of the wisdom of her act.
"The piain facts of a year have removed alike the misgivings of the enthusiast, the doubts of the Incredulous
and the indifference of the lukewarm.
"The American schoo- l- has been
quietly sawing wood and hewing
straight to the line, Its chips have
been flying from Seattle to Guatemala; and its master workman has
crowned the year's work with a second session, larger and more attrac
tive than the first, but chiefly more
important in a broader sense, in that
it has demonstrated the inherent
soundness and the infinite possibilities of the plan laid uown last year.
"While we may admit that there
could never be another "first session,"
the second as shown- clearer than
was realized then, what the first one
really meant, for Science, for enlightened American culture and for the
good of the community.
"The rigid and accurate scientific
methods, the zealous industry of the
students, the masterful inspiration
'from the director, the broad correlation of Telated sciences, lifting Archaeology out of its rut of technical limitations and placing it upon ground
commensurate with its great problems: all these have been here in add- tell..
ed measure. And with them there has
been opened a field of observation and
A POLITE DISMISSAL.
reflection welcome to the thoughtful
was at the White House,
writer
The
means
for
of
the
traveler, grateful
Roosevelt in the presPresident
when
to
the usual objects of travel
adding
of the then President
son
of
the
ence
substantial knowledge of a noble sci-- .'
.
Zelaya. of one of the Central Amen-ence.
del-- ,
off
a
cut
querulous
"And the people of New Mexico can republics,
etIon that insisted upon talking
have began to recognize in the operations of the school a force for their matters on which the president had
his final word, by
own
betterment, which they did not apparently given
j
saying Tather abruptly: "Gentlemen,
realize before.'
. Good"That these achievements will con-- . I have another engagement. an
inter
and'
thus
terminating
bye,"
tinue and ramify and amplify one no
view that otherwise would liave been
longer doubts.
"l
;""
"And tor this1 congratulations are interminable.
The Washington correspondent who
due from an interested observer to
telegraphed the New Mexican, the At
all concerned.
Journal and other
"But most of all, I feel like congrat- uuaueraue Morning
incident as to
a
similar
newspapers,
ulating New Mexico upon her amiable President
Taft, during the statehood
submission, to this, the latest con- may have invented the
;
quest. Taken and retaken from the controversy,
of the whole cloth (although
out
story
Indian by the Spaniard, and from him
that is hardly the method of Washingby those who modestly call themselves ton
correspondents who depend upon
the Americans, she yields finally to
their entre to the White House, to the
science, impartial, beneficent and cosand departments, on conditions
:. mopolitan, under whose gentle sway capitol
forbid their willfully misrepre
that
I venture to predict she will be better
of an)
known and more widely sought, than senting any incident, especially
,
occurrence at the White House) end
s
under that of all the
and
not have accused President Taft
rulers from the earliest Conquista- - yet
a Door, it aepenus auogem-e-r
ol
Demg
dores to the last governor of the ter
on the circumstances, the tone ol
ritory."
voice and the place where President
Taft is alleged to have said to a New
v The municipality of New York is Mexican, or several New. Mexicans
'widening Fifth avenue by a few feet "Gentlemen, I have other engage
which take away the front porches and ments. Goodbye." It is certain too,
"
stoops of some of the homes of mil that if President Taft would have had
lionaires. This little street improve his way, New Mexico people would
ment costs the tax payers of the me not have been insulted by the "blue
'
tropolis the exact sum of four million ballot" provision.
dollars, or six times the entire assess
ed valuation ot the city of Santa Fe.
The fact that there is more rejoicing
Yet, there was a day, and that not in
Republican ranks over the' con
many generations ago, when the wid version
of one Democrat like O. A.
of
avenue
Fifth
would
cost
have
ening
over the
New York no more than the widening Larrazolo, than there is
a
thousand stalwarts,
of
faithfulness,
Of upper Palace avenue would cost
the municipality of Santa Fe today. Is justified by Biblical precedent.
Both
New York and Santa Fe taxpay-- "
,
The Connecticut must surrender her
era are unwise in not widening and
streets before property flagship distinction to the Wyoming
straightening
raises bav advanced to the point and the day .will come when the Wy
' .want street improvements begin to oming win surrender it to the Batie-'
cost plk of money. s
ship New Mexico.
two-third-

two-third-

two-thir-

'

j

-

-

'

,

vice-roy-

'

'.

,

,

-

tain at this time and they have inspired confidence in Republican leadership throughout the territory it
must be acknowledged by enemies, as
well as by friends, that under this
leadership, the Republican party in
New Mexico, has reached thi highest
pinnacle thus far attained in effective
and successful organization.'

Las Vegas found it as easy as tak
ing candy from a baby to take the
state ' Republican "convention away
from Santa Fe. Unless Santa Fe bus-- '
inessmen identify themselves more
unanimously and vigorously with such
civic organizations as the Chamber of
Commerce, some town may come along
some sunshiny day and find it just as
easy do take away the capital whils
Santa Feins are asleep at the switch.
This Is a day of organized and
effort and such effort can
best be directed by a organization of
businessmen such as the Chamber ol
Commerce ought and strives to be.
One hundred thousand drowned this
week in China, thirty thousand kille j
by the cholera in Italy, and very few
people stopping long enough in Lhe
United States to be grattiul that this
nation has been and'is fre? from such
great calamities and visitations of
death.

There are 1,255 establishments in
the United" States producing electrical
machinery and supplies, according to
a census statement Issued today anr
these produced a quarter billion dollars worth of goods. This is
or 130 per cent gain in ten
years, thus giving an inkling of the
great growth in the use of electrical
appliances and apparatus.
0

FAMOUS AUTHOR

How About

Think About It!
GENERAL AGENTS,

BEAD,

Casaier.

F. McKANE,

Assistant Cashier.

THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION IN NEW
MEXICO.

ESTABLISHED IN 1870.

:
:
:
Capital Stock, r
$150,000
Undivided
and
Surplus
Profits,
80,000

SANTA FE, N. M.

:

:

:

J.B.

A. BUCKET

OF SANTA FE.

Then Act!

THE MOULTON - ESPE COMPANY

--

5anta Fe Planing Mill
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT.

.

;

Window Frames,

Mouldings

Sash, Doors,

tasmgs,

L'
case,

Wainscotting,
Ceilinf,

Door
Dfy

Frames,
Run F00ring

Custom Work,

Office, Bar, Bank and Church Fixtures ; also General Cabinet
Work', Turning, Odd Jobs and Custom Work. All work

guaranteed satisfactory and prices reasonable.
We solicit a liberal share of your patronage.

Estimates cheerfully furnished.

Transacts a general banking business in all its branches.
Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of persona! and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and stocks
in all markets for its customers. Buys and sells domestic and
foreign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer of money to all
parts of the civilized world on as liberal terms as are given by
any money transmitting agency public or private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate of 4 per cent, per annum, on
six months' or years' time. Liberal advances made on consign
ments of livestock and products. The bank executes all orders
of its patrons in the banking line, and aims to extend to them
as liberal treatment in all respects as is consistent with safety
and the principles of sound banking. Safety deposit boxes for
rent. The patronage of the public is respectfully solicited.

P. M. HESCH, Jr. & SON
Phone Black

Specifications, Etc.

33166.

was found dead this morning at a hotel in Cork.': 'r
Upon retiring last night, Mrs.
Thurston was in her usual health.
is given as the cause of death.
Mrs. Thurston was born in Cork.
Ireland, and was the daughter of
Paul Madden. She received a private
education and was married in 1901
to Ernest Temple Thurston, an English writer. The best known of her
books are The Circle, the Masquera-de- r
and the Gambler. She was 40
years of age. .

The Palace Hotel

IN

William Vaughn, Prop.
Que of the Best Hotels in the West
ROOMS IN SUITS WITH PRIVATE BATH

Cnisine and
Table Service
i

'

;vr

iX

Unexcelled

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

Large Sample

Boom for Com- morcial Travelers

WASHINGTON AVENUE

MASONS AND EASTERN
STAR AT CHEYENNE
Annual Communication
for State of ;
!
"
.'Wyoming.
(Bv Specinl Leflsed Wire to New Mexican)
Cheyenne, Wyo., Sept. 6. The
enth
annual communication A.
F. & A., M. for Wyoming convened
in this city this' morning and will remain in session up to and including
Thursday evening, all the officials of
the grand lodge and many prominent
Masons from Wyoming aid adjoining
states being in attendance. The fourth
annual session of the state order ot
the Eastern Star is also in session
and last night " elected Mrs. Mary
Hynds of Laramie, grand patroness.

Thirty-Sevent-

MONTKUMAfOTEL

h

A. F. & A. M.

RECENTLY OPENED, IS SANTA "FE'S IDEAL

COMMERCIAL TRAVELERS' HOTEL.

thirty-sev-

Thirty seven rooms, newly and neatly furnished,
well lighted and ventilated,
Booms en suite with private bath an 1 phone.

Would Show Her.

Little Johnny was found in the 11
brary, busily snipping away at the
open dictionary. .
"Johnnie," the father asked, "what
In the world are you doing?".
"You see, father," answered, the
bright, shining light ot the household,
"today at school the teacher said there
was no such word as 'fail,' and so I'm
cutting it out of the dictionary."

FINK SAMPLE ROOM,

CHEERFUL DINING
ROOM. FINE CUISINE

He Is to

, THOS. DORAN
,

'

$2.50 TO
$3.00 A DAY

RATES

Proprietor.

Coronado Restaurant

Judge.
DENVER LIKE LOS ANGELES
HAS A FLIRT COP.

WANING OF HONEYMOON.

Short Orders run Day

Protect 'Guileless Men Against
of. the Queen

'toquetry

& .Night.

.

Regular Meals 25c.

Furnished rooms in connection.. Hot 4 Cold Baths. Electric Lights
City Women.
(Bv Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
s
x: r , ::
222 San Francisco Street,
G. Ll'PE HERRERA,
Denver, Colo., Sept., 6. Denver, patProp
Los
Angetes,
terning somewhat alter
is to have a "Flirt Cop" but, reversing
the California process, this indivilual
is to be a man a Puritan In Don Juan
guise who Ms to discover when a roguish smile, a sparkling eyo, and a
flash of silken ankle springs from
sheer feminine coquetry and when
Mm. Noobrlde
;
You said you were
1
otherwise.
The women ot.Denver are well pro willing to die for me and you refuse
TO
tected, says theiifbre and police board, to eat those nice biscuits I baked.
Noobrlde Deary, don't upbraid me.
and now we must Bee about protecting
the men. That's what comas of liv There are worse things than death?
ing in an equal suffrage state."
SflYfi KlOflPV
'
by Purcluular Walls
Danger.
iVlVllVJ Forgo Domestic Money Orders, Travelers'
If you should love a summer girl
A Great Advantage to Working Men
Don't ever letter C;
Checks and Forrifn Money Orders
J. A. Maple, 125 S. 7th St., Steuben- Cnleu you wish your head awbirl
suffered
I
It's hoat tn fetter
vile, O., says: "For years
from weak kidneys and a severe blad
Payable
U. S., Canada, Mexico
der trouble, I learned of Foley Kidney
A Fair Chance.
TtMlfllol
Pills and their wonderful cures so I
"You look nappy. Has Gwendolyn
T
began taking them and sure enough
t
i
f
you?"
accepted
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEQRAPH
I had as good results as any I heard
"Not exactly but,' I'm her second
about. My backache left me and to choice in
case her father refuses to
one of my business, expressman, that
'
buy her a duke"
kidalone Is a greet 'advantage. My
neys acted free and normal, and that
.
: A Gift
saved me ff lot of misery. It Is now
"I regard conversation as a "gift,?
a pleasure to work where it used to be '
studious woman.
a misery. Foley Kidney Pills have j remarked the
"It usually Is," replied Miss Cay-cured me and have my highest praise." enne. "If
;
I
..DEALER IN...
people had to pay for It
; .
For sale by all druggists.
there would b.much less of it"

Wells Fargo

k Co.

Express

General Express Forwarders
All

Parts of The World
" IacMmiK

'

v

"Eg"-

,

V

J. D. BARNES, Agent.

'

City Property, Farms and Ranch' Lands
The EASLEY REALTY CO., La'oghlin

Bid;., Santa Fe., N. M.
MABEL EASLEY, Business Manager.
Attention
Given to Collection of Accounts and Rents
Special

The Neal Treatment
FOR

ALCOHOLISM
?

HAS BECOME KNOWN ALL OVER

-

THE WORLD AS

The Only Cure
That will entirely neutralize and remove from the system all
'trace of alcoholic poison and render the drinker absolutely

'

free from appetite, craving or desire for alcoholic beverages of
any kind whatsoever. It is administered
,

WITHOUT HYPODERMIC

INJECTIONS

ad

fhian- -.
Every patient is benefitted jtnentaliy,"' morally
more
of
is
tntoa
oran
the
body
brought
cially. Every
healthy condition. The man's health is decidedly Improved.
THE NEAL TREATMENT ha been offlcally adopted by
the government of Australia and other state government and
SIXTY-ON- E
INSTITUTES are now In operation or opening In
the United States and foreign countries.
Literature and

jll Information

Will Be Furnished Upon Application.

The Original Neal Thfee-Da-

y

Cure.

CALL OR WRITE

of

(By Special Leued Wire te New afexieaa)
London. Sent 6. Mrs. Kathrin
Cecil Thurston, the Irish authoress,

--

'

?

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK

IS YOUR PROPERTY FULLY PROTECTED ?

FOUND
DEAD IN BED.

Mrs. Katharine Cecil Thurston
Cork, Ireland, Succumbs to
Stroke of Appoplexy.

That Fire Insurance?

President

6, 1911.

NEAL INSTITUTE
"512 North

;

Seceil St: Pkane, J2I,

4

""

ALtUQlCUE,

If. M.

STYLES IN
STANDARp"-CQLOMAI-IDE-

BOOK-CASE- S

4

Ai,

Three different and disddcijypel of 01ovA$mlckt "Elastic" Book-Gomade- iu" dull or polish
fimshquartered
oak or real mahogany. . You. can select a pattern adapted to
die character of room you have chosen for a library.. We car
17 the goods in stock, with plain, leaded or plate glass doors.
es

X:

New MOTfcaa Printing

-

tym pany,

sole ageats, Santa Fe, N. M.

UNITED STATES BANK

CAPITAL

TRUST CO.

&

PERSONAL MENTION

50,000.00

Frankerberger were in the city yesPLAZA BAKERY
terday from Espanola. They are on
their way to Kansas City where Miss FRESH BREAD AND CAKE
Frankerberger will enter school.
Dally. 6 Loaves Fine Bread, 25c
Emmett Morrison-- son of R. E. MorFruits and Groceries
rison of Prescott, Arizona, is the Confectionery.
FreshCreamPuffs
Wednesday & Saturday
guest today of his grandfather. Judge
A. L. Morrison, end leaves tonight for
Phone, 152 Red
Georgetown university, Washington,
A.HAD0 GJriEXKEZ. PA 3?.
i
D. C. '
General Charles F. Easley, chair--i
man of the Democratic central com- - j
mittee of Santa Fe county, left yester- Phone 49 Main
Phone 49 Main
day for Albuquerque to attend the
Democratic state committee meeting
which wTTl fix the place and date of,

3

GLOVES

.

,

Mrs. Nathan Jaffa spent yesterday
at Albuquerque.
A. L. Cassidy, a shirt salesman
is
here from San Francisco.
Jefferson Raynolds, the well known
Las Vegas banker, is at the Palace.
Mrs. K. Felton, a sightseer from Chicago, is at St Vincent's Sanitarium.
A. J. Burkhead, a hardware salesman of Amarillo, Texas, is in the city.
Surveyor General and Mrs. John W.
March went to Albuquerque yesterday.
j
Miss Anna Chambers of Wichita, the Democratic convention.
G. B. Chapin, an old timer, who was1 )
Kansas, and who is a writer, is at' the
in Santa Fe Jn 1878 and for eleven;
.
Pa'ace.
.
i
in the Apache Na- William. E. Turner, the Kansas City years was stationed
is-- in town
from the j
tional
Forest,
hardware' Salesman, is calling on the
Rito de loSFrlJ61es portion of, the
trade here.
Jemes forest, where he has supervi-- ;
W.,A.;(Cameron, the traveling pass
sion
of the ruins for the federal govenger agent of the Santa, Fe at El
'
:
:
..4-i.-.
p
Paso, is here.-'- la aU&UlUlCiy
Rough Rider E. E. Van Horn, in-- , lOVUUIl
P. H. Hill of Espanola, was an arri
Mnthinn-anval in Santa Fe on last evening's D. & spector of the cattle sanitary board,)
who has studied law for three
R. G. train.
.
will be here for a week or twoifout
bfiSt
A. D. Vargas of OJo Caliente,
Rio ytiiis,
fj"Qr"
a witness agamsi anegea caui
Arriba county, a former legislator, was as
thieves he assisted in apprehending.
in Santa Fe yesterday.
Mr. Van Horn owns a big ranch
Thomas Dozier and N. Frank, ir.
rn
that of Malaqulas. Martinez in
biibines at Espanola, were guests at
Taos county and there is talk of his
the Palace yesterday.
running for the legislature.
J. Frank Romero of Magdalene a! Miss Olivia
Cutting, daughter of Mr.
member of the, constitutional convcn-- and
Mrs. V. Bayard Cutting of New j
tion, was a Santa Fe visitor yesterday. York
City, is visiting Mrs. Munroe-Mrs. Nina Otero Warren and Miss1
at her home near Silver'
Corn-Fe- d
Lizzie Doyle have returned from a Fergusson
Miss Cutting expects to return
City.
three months' sojourn at Santa Bar- to Santa Fe in a week. Mrs.
Fergusbara, California.
is the wife" of the noted Rough;
Beef, Pork, Mutton,
Miss Grace Lord, who .has teen vis json
a
pRider, Captain "Bob" Fergusson,
B
A.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
east
iting
Renehan,
; personal
friend of Colonel Roosevelt
Veal and Lamb.
Palace avenue, has left for her home iKermit Roosevelt recently visited the
Las Vegas.
i
Fergussons.
Victor Sals of Victor, Valencia coun
Frank Staplin of Farmington, San Home-Dresse- d
Poultry, Fresh
ty, was in Santa Fe yesterday to place, Juan county,, will leave this evening
Son, Victqr Sals, Jr., Jn St. for Denver from where he will return
hael'8 college,
and Vegetables
'
v
Fish,
to Farmington.
heriff Silvjano Roibal of Chamita,
State Chairman H. O, Bursuni ot Solian Garoia and Daniel Martinez corro
Alexpects to leave tonight
SCHILLING'S BEST COFFEE, TEAS,
of'tel'Jtito; samS in' from Rio Arriba
with Democratic
buquerque
counjy, last evenln&
reC.
BAKING POWDER AND EXTRACTS.'
State Chairman W.
McDonald
Mt. and Mrs. W. A. Fleming Jones
the size, color and translation
have returned to their home" at Las garding
of the "little blu" ballot. ,
Money Refunded if Not Satisfactory
Cipces from a visit to Los Angeles and
Pacific seaside resorts.
PRESERVE WILL .TAME ANIMALS.
Miss Jeanette Spiess, daughter of
LAUGHLIN BLOCK,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. Spiess, who
one.
from
(Continued
page
214
Don Gasper Avenue.
has' been visiting with friends in San
ta Fe, has returned home to Las fore the first of October when the
'
Vegas, :''
complete program for the association
Miss Heloise Dibert who is spending will be distributed.
a few weeks here at her home adjoinLet us not in- - View of the change
ing the. Bardshar residence, has gone lower our expectation for a good
PROPRIETOR.
to Estancia to visit mends lor a meeting in any respect. As a matter
few days.
of fact the prospects are for a much
Mr. and Mrs. P. H. Hill of Espanola, larger
on account of the
are in the capital having to bring their change. meeting,
More schools will be in sesson to attend St. Michael's College. sion and there will be greater interMr. Hill is also serving on- the V. S. est in the
meeting and in discussing
petit jury.
educational
problems facing the new
Miss Jessie Manchee, - very charm state. Please give all publicity posing young lady who is a talented
sible to the change made in the dates
is here from Chicago visiting of the meeting. In every letter which
Miss Jessie Carroll at her home on you write add a paragraph concerning
x
the association. Be sure that all the
Washington avenue.
Mrs. Dorothy Morris has arrived to teachers In your jcounty and In your
take charge of the Western Union of Immediate vicinity,, are informed of
fice here succeeding J. R. McLaughlin the date and the, great importance ot
who returns to Kansas City accom this meeting. Let us make it not only
record breaking in, the matter of at
panied by Mrs. McLaughlin.
.Special Officer ;P;. ,L.'V Harrington, tendance but epoch femaking In new Imof Vaughn, Guadalupe 'county, and petus which will
given to educa
Special Officer L. E. Cartwright of the tion in our great commonwealth.
Yours very "Tespectfully,
Santa Fe at Albuquerque, are in SanRUPERT F. ASPLTJND,
ta Fe on court business.
3.
R. Frankenberger and Miss Secretary New Mexico Educational
Association.
Notaries Appointed.
Governor Mills has appointed M. C.
de Baca ot East Las Vegas, San Miguel county, and John Gandert, of
! W
Mora county,- notaries public.
K
Postal Matters .
A postoffice has been established
Two Colors, 75c Per Brick, A

a General Banking Business

Does
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WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER

FOR THREE DAYS ONLY

j

Your Patronage Solicited

i

Tuesday, Wednesday amd Thursday.

j

B. lAUGKLIN, President
W. E. GRIFFIN,

H. F. STEPHENS.

Ciahier,

Asst. Csshier

j

j

Established

I856.

rnntAH
feualaulccu'

i

i

i
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119 San Francisco St ,
SANTA FE, - - - N. M.
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at Nutt Luna

FLOUR
MOST BEAUTIFUL

'

you buy our

Neck Chains, Bracelets.

Rings, Brooches Pendants,
No style gift more desirable for your Eastern

friends.
Street

Open May
.

1

no better: Flour can be
bought or made at any

5th, for. the , Fishing Season

Cold

$15

Pecos and Mora Rivers; Holy
Telefraph Glorieta

,

j

a Week

.'Write

Pecos

and NifW

flwne.'

V;:- -

Enough for 8 People

k

W. N. TOWNSEND

CO.

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

FIX UP YOUR PORCH
BE COMFORTABLE
SWINGS

BUH BROS. CO., j

A

"Always Reliable"

Ml-N-

iiht.

PORCH

AXM1NSTER

CARPETS

THE AKERS WAGNER FURNITURE AND
UNDERTAKING COMPANY.

BIG SLAUGHTER !
Every pair of Oxford Shoes we
have in the store

Must

GO

AT ANY

PRICE, Cost

A

Not Considered.

ADOLPH

SELIGMAN

DRY GOODS

CO

Phone Red 58

3 Acres of Ground,
part in Alfalfa, ex-

ceptionally good

& Automobile

Acreadobe house and other improvements.
age finely located on one of principal streets of Santa Fe.
'
This is well worth your investigation.

five-roo- m

PAINTING

IS1GN PAINTING

Phone Black No. 52

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

Santa

PAUL P. LACASSAGNE
305

A

Please come in and we will do the rest. Buy now, you
will surely save half the cost of your shoes.

Read, then Act!
Carriage

CHAIRS,

C0C0 AND DALTOX MATTING

K

DRUGGISTS
Pheue

AND

. Ladies', Men's, Children's

4
4

Fe

Phone Black No. 22! Residence

Abstract, Realty

&

Insurance Agency.

Sai Francisco Street.

Britt-Nelso- n

...

Vegetables
&WSiNG;Er
Palace Avenue
108

Day

BIG M1LINERY DISPLAY

1

,

abost. Willow and Bear Creeks

-

n
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Best of Beds

Pure Spring Water

No Invalids

MULLIGAN

it is and why? Because

,

Best of Food

Sporting Writer, Referee and
Boxer Well Known Among
Pugilists.
(By Special Leaned Wire to New Mexican,
Oakland.
Calif., Sept. 6. Eddie
Smith the "well known sporting writer
and fight referee, died shortly after 7
o'clock this morning.' He had been ill
ure
IT IS OUR LEADER-sof brain trouble for several weeks.
Smith was 33 years old. At one time
he was a boxer in ths lightweight class
and was the champjon --long distance
bicycle rider of the Pacific coast. The
last Important fight which he refereed
was the Wolgast-Nelsobattle at
Point Richmond for' the llghtweighl
price.-- .
championship of thevworld. He also
fight, the
We also have " Diamond Floor," A refereed the Ketehel-Papk- e
contest and many other
High Grade Colorado Milling that is notable ring battles Including the
GansWVWcott fight, In which Ganu
a leader in its class. .
won the championship in the light
weight class.
DAILY IECEIPTSOF
He was official referee of the Pacific Athletic Club of Los Angeles. :

;

Was

Patent

VTHE VAUQHAN RANCH
J

v

EDOIE SMITH DIE3
: OF BRAIN TROUBLE.

'

B oss

San Fratcciso

H. Ci YONTZ,

N. M.

:

A BRICK OF OUR!
ICE CREAM

'

Fourth class postmasters commissioned were Harry Gartner of Monument and Algernon B. Notley of Reid,

want the best that
comes to Santa Fe then

DESIQNS.

county-.'.-

Dudley D. Daniel has been commis
sioned a postmaster at Newman, New
Mexico.

If you

SILVER

FILIGREE

GOLD

WATCH FOR OUR

Your

REAL
M

OUR SPECIAL, $1 00

D ARRIGHI

Let Us
Deliver for

INSURANCE
1

$1.50 and $2.00 Qualities

.

I 111 I
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Ladies' Kazan Gloves
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'
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i
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fruits

:

.

j i

We would appreciate fa1
call to show you what
we have.

BROS

.'1

.

r s

I

Kansas City

Everybody knows
d
that , these
Corsets' 'are
without a peer: :'

SELIGMAN

ttl
sale. We
affords
for
ket
still adhere to our old
policy first established
by us of

1

QUALITIES

:..t

d

IUHHIIS

tllC

Autumn Models
Corsets
Warren's
Rcd
$1.00

u

'"

Advance Showing of
Rust-Proo-

lna

Tim

1903.

Incorporated

Parlor Market
and Grocery

H.

,

Phone,

130

Red.,

S.

KAUNE

&

GO.

I

J. P. Steed & Son

IN STETSON STIFF
I CTVIL PC
CAl
I CrO and SOFT HATS
PALL

Jl

AT

CARPENTERS

Is great medicine of proven value for
AND CABINET MAKERS.
both acute and chronic kidney and
bladder ailments. It is especially reo
ommended to elderly people for its FURNITURE MADE TO ORDER
wonderful tonic arffl reconstructive
SIGN PAINTING NEATLY DONE
qualities, and the permanent relief end
comfort it gives them. .For Bale by ail
All Work Guaranteed.
Phooe, led 115

druggists.

1

U M I IP

Cc
Are
Wiwisv
igNow is the time to buyEveoiegs
an Electric or Student Lamp
'

;

4,i

We . have just received a large assortment, which we are going to sell for .
one.
he without
to
vnu ennnot
W
w - afford
nrirpc
a wwv sn law
w
T
A CORDIAL INVITATION IS EXTENDED TO ALL TO VISIT OUR DISPLAY ROOM AND SEE THEM."
.,

i

7

UP

V.

Washington. ;5t.

f AGE

SIX

TEE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N.

Pacific

Oats Climbed With Other Grain; Corn
Was Strengthened But Hogs
Weakened.

Company.

Railway

IBv Special Lpaseil Wire to New Mexican)
Chicago. 111., Sept 6. Lightness of
Russian offerings tended today to give
GENERAL OFFICES RATON NEW MEXICO.
firmness to the market, for wheat. The
up. Dela effect Sept, Tat 1910
opening was a shade to
(Read Up)
(Read Down)
to
at 95
a gain
cember
started
12
2
STATIONS
20
19
1
, Miles
to
of
and rose to 96.
am
pm
Good general commission
buying
4 00
Lv.. Des Moines. N. J...Ar
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7 30
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a 20
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, 35
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50
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Thompson
Reduced figures on the Illinois crop
9 10
2 25
31
Ouonliifjhoin
9 35
Clifton House N. M
42
155
were against the bears.
10 00
49
180
Lv,
Katun, N. M
At
Oats climbed with other grain. Buy
TTTTT 2 3o
TTTT".
o
Ar "loTS"
Raton.N.M
j.Lv
I.. .Clifton House N' M
7
ing, however, was only fair. Decem
9 49
2 47
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ber started
48
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8 07
higher at 461-- 8
8 55
....
65
Koefaler Junction
3 45
and ascended to 46
9 05 ....
2
Koehler
3 35
Weakness in hogs eased the market
8 20
liOolfax
68
4 16
Initial sales were
for provisions.
8 02
76
Oerrososo
4 43
Lv 7 46
82
Cimarron
5 00
121-Ar
lower to 5c up with January
6
85
Ar am
5 10
Cimarron
Lv
6 27
delivery 16.20 to 16.25 for pork;
Nash
6 18
n.8
6 17
6 28
Harlan
9.321-to 9.32E9.35 for lard and
94
6 00
Ute Park, N. M...Lv
Ar
645
8.37
for ribs.
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(Connects at Colfax with E. P. & S. W. Ry. train both North and'Sootb.
SStage for Van Houten N, M. meets trains at Preston N.I M.I
Stage leaves Ute Park. N M., for Ellzabethtown, N. M., at 9;00 a. m, dally eicepj
aadays, Fare is uu one way $3.50 round trip; fifty pound baggajte carried free.
O. A S. train leaves Des Mctnes, N, M- for the south at 11:11 p. in. arrives fromlthe

BASE BALL
Won.

-.

"

.

that

4:38 a. m

G.

DEDMAN,

J. VAN HOUTEN,
V. P. & G. M,

Superintendent.

F. M. WILLIAMS,
Q. P. Agent,

New York
Chicago

76

Pittsburg
Philadelphia

72
65
64
57
49

Brooklyn
Boston

ASK FOR TICKETS

JfcttSZ

ice, Arizona, Mexico and to tta Pacific
MEXICO CENTRAL to Torrance,

Coast, via NSW

THE

...

33

Western

EAST

ROUTE

a- -

League.
Won. Lost.

Pueblo
Lincoln
Omaha
Sioux City

WEST

54
59
58
62
67
70

90
75
74
70
67
65
50
44

St Joseph

OR

Topeka

Des Moines

S3

90

-

El Paso Texas.

.

YESTERDAY'S

Are You Going

Fishing

?

the BEST FISHING GROUNDS
COLORADO

MEXICO.

:

AND

:

:

NEW

For Further Information Call on or
Address,

F. H. McBRIDE, Agent,

W.

D.

THE PEOPLE'S

ANNUAL

NEW MEXICO STATE FAIR
Albuquerque, Oct.

CURTIS
Birdmen

9-1-

MEET

" of International Repute will thrill
the crowd
ror inre -yviwcr ii, i ana 13

"ji

DURHAM STAKE FDD "J.n Dlrcne
"Bull" Durham Day, Friday, Oct
i
his stake
n. .
)..
j.
.

BASEBALL

EVERY

u,

vi

-

DAT

iuoavu
EXCITING

CU.

HORSE RACES

Feature Upon Feature. Fun by the Ton
Instructive Departments
SPECIAL PATES ON ALL RAILROADS
ISAAC BARTH, President.

made with Automobile
RosweTl,
dally.
l
Automobile leaves Vaughn for
at 8:30 a. m. and arrives at Roswell at 3:30 p. m. Automobile leaves
Roswell for Vaughn at 6 p. m.
The
'are between Santa P and Torrance
Is $5.80 and between Torrance and
Roswell 110. Reserve seats on auto
mobile Sy wire. J. W Sfockaxd.

JOHN B. McMANUS,

Roe-wel-

Secretary-Manage-

r

r

If you want anytbiag an earth
Mex'caa Want Ad.

n

'NTew

Report of the Condition of
of Santa Fe,
at Santa Fe, In the Territory of New Mexico
at the close of business Sept. 1. 1911.
Resources.
Loans and discounts
$629,944 85
Overdrafts, secured and unsecured 1,636 11
u. 8. Bonds to secure circulation. 40,000 00
U. S. Bonds to secure U. tt. de60,000 00
posits
Bonds, securities, etc.,
107,806 63
Banking house, furniture and fixtures
,
9.600 00
Other Real Estate owned
4,lV6i
Due from National Banks (not
; .. .
reserve agents
81,154 69
Due from State and Private banks
and bankers, Trust Companies
and Savings Banks
12,612 23
Due from approved reserve agents 186,810 72
Checks and other cash Items
1.808 17
Notes of other National Banks....
250 00
Fractional paper currency nickels
and cents ...
100 99
LAWFUL MONEY BKSEHVE IN BANK
VIZ!

$1,058,80

46

Liabilities.
$160,000 00
Capital stock paid In
Surplus fund
60,000 00
Undivided Profits, less Jlxpenses
and Taxes paid
M National
39,415 86
Bank Notes
40,000 00
Due to other Nationaloutstanding
Banks
6,144 80
inaiviuuai ueposus SUDjeei to
check
454.914 03
Baggage allowance 100 lbs.
Carrying the D. 8. mall and pa
tc Demand certificates of deposit...
1,97108
Time certificates of depot.it
258.280 40
MBfors between Vaughn, N. M., and each regular ticket,, excess baggagi Oertlned
checks
1,330 00
at. the rata ot $5.00
checks outstanding.....
Eoswoll, N. M, connecting with tht
per handred lbs Cashier's
5,886 92
United
States
22 986 70
,
deposits.
We are equipped to carry
SI Pm ft Southwestern and Rock
any kind Deposits of U.S. disbursing officers 22.951 68
Railroads and the Atchison, To-- of trunka or baggage,
Total..........
$1,068,809 46
to 1,500 lbs
up
Territory of New Mexico, county of Santa
ft Santa Fa Railroad.
BO,
, Loaves Vaughn at 8:45 a. m., ar-- Special rates are given
for excur MfV.I, James
B. Read, cashier of the above
named bank, do solemnly swear that the
rlvo In Roswell at 2:00 p. u.
slons, for eight or more passengers. above
statement is true to the best of my
Vtavrm Rosvall at 12:30 a. m, ar-- . For further information, write
knowledge and belief ... JAMES B. READ
th OoBKKCT
Attest:Cashier.
rlva In Vaughn at 5:30 p. m.
Roswell Auto Co., Boswell, N. M.
L.A. HUOHSS,
t
Directors
Subscribed and sworn to before me this
th day of Sept. 1911. S. O. McORIMMON,
Notary Publlo

ROSWELL AUTO CO., ROSWELL, N.

a

,

J W. STOCKARD,

MANAGEF

.

10
6

30

Fe........

17
5
17

Socorro

Taos
Torrance
Union
'Valencia

Quay County Candidates.
The following candidates for offices
announce themselves In "paid" ad
vertisements in the Tucumcarl News:
Reed Holloman, Republican, for judge
of the Eighth district; C. H.
Democrat, for state senate; J.
W. Campbell, Democrat, for legislative
House; J. F. Ward and S. B. Duggins,
Democrats, for sheriff; Lee E. Sher- -

v

13
8

.............. .1 ....

14

.

15

-

.303

Total

that in event the same delegates are
not elected delegates to the judicial and legislative district conventions that the same basis be used in the election
of such district delegates and that such conventions shall
be called and held, after the State Convention, at such

It is

'

is also mentioned for a supreme judgeship but the Las Cruces papers ara
urging him to be a candidate for tne
Judgeship which wlil include Dona
Ana county in its jurisdiction. There
is no doubt any longer, that Chief Justice William H. Pope will be advanced to the federal bench. District
judgeship of the district of which San-t- a
Fe county is a part, will undoubtedly go to District Attorney Edward C.
Abbott and the district attorneyship to
Charles C. Catron. Reed Holloman of
Tucumcarl is a leading candidate for
the district judgeship of that district
and E. C. Crampton, who had been
mentioned for the place, is declared

recommended

,-- aVi

V- '
-

I

JUDGE JOHN R. McFIE.

'

wood, Democrat, treasurer; R. L. Pat- not to be a candidate. ' George E. Rem-leterson and S. C. Campbell, Democrats,
the present district attorney at
for county clerk; Ira J. Briscoe, Dem- Raton, will be a candidate for the disChairman
Attest:
ocrat, for assessor; E. E. Winter, Dem- trict attorneyship of the district which
GEO. W. ARMIJO, Clerk.
1911.
ocrat, probate judge; W. B. Rector includes Colfax county.
September 4th,
and C. H. de Yampert, Democrats, for
The Board of County Commission JUDGE M'FIE DISPOSES
county coirmissioners, and Orville
ers met in regular session with Hon.
SEVERAL
CA8E8.
OF
Progressive Republican Party.
I. Sparks, chairman, Hon. Alfredo
Smith, Democrat, for county surveyor.
It Is now the "Progressive Repubi-cans.- "
Lucero and Hon. Jose Ortiz y Pino,
PostaT'Officials prescommissioners present, George W- - Ar-- Many Prominent
Candidate for Judge and District
The new faction In local politics
ent
of Archuleta
at
Hearing
at
mijo, clerk, and C. C. Closson, in
Attorney.
was launched last night in a secret
Case.
Embezzlement
tendance as clerk and sheriff respecJudge Joi n R. McFie, Judge C. J. (?) session held In the assembly
Several cases were disposed of yes- Roberts a?" Judge Frank W. Parker, rooms
...
tively.,
of the Bonded Abstract and Sethe lead for the nomin- curity Company rooms with D. L. Gey-e- r,
In compliance wltB the proclama terday by Judge John R. McFie. In seem to he.
ArchuUnited
Jose
States
the
court
ations to th- supreme bench. The Tution Issued by the governor calling
Lee Cass, Louie Cass, G. D. Sutton,
for an election to elect state and leta,, formerly postmaster at Quests, cumcarl i: r; rs are pushing Judge M. A. C. Wilson, L. B. Boellner, G. W.
county officers, the board appointed Taos county, plead guilty to embezzle- C. Mechcnv for one of the supreme Zinz, W. P. Turner and Turner and
the following named persons to act as ment and was sentenced to 10 months judgeships,. but it seems certain that two others, and W. W. Elliott of Dexjudges of registration for the respec in jail and fined $375 and costs. Many he will be rominated for the district ter, present. Roswell Morning News.
prominent postal officials, including judgeship ot Socorro, Valencia and The Progressives will favor
tive precincts, as follows
Precinct No. 1 Lorenzo Romero, Chief Cochrane of Denver attended Sierra counties, Judge E. R. Wright
Victoriano Gallegos and Canuto Mar the trial.
In the United States court Felipe
tinez.
Precinct No. 2 Rumaldo Roibal, Rivera was sentenced to six months
George R. King, Boston.
Juan de DIos Dominguez and Cerilio in jail and payment of costs on the
D. R. Durrett, St. Louis.
,
''
A. McNamara, Fierro.
.
charge of the violation of the Edmonds
Abeytia.
Precinct No. 3 Telesforo Rivera, act.
Mrs, R, G. McDougal, Buckman.
'Palace,
William Dunbar's certificate of natB. S. Phillips, Buckman.
Luis Moya, C. F.JUbreu.
P. L. Harrington, East Vaughn.
Precinct No. 4 Benito Alarld, Le uralization was cancelled because it
A. Lucero, City.
C. A. Bishop, City.
was found he was outside of the jurisandro Alvarez, Manuel Ortiz y
E. W. Kerr, City.
H. E. Sherman, Albuquerque. '
diction of the court when same was
Mrs. D. H. Maris, City.
F. W. Hodge, Washington.
Precinct No. 5 Candelarlo Romero, issued. It will be
L. H. Dtfrby, Denver.
him, howJ. It. Nusbaum, City.
'
Fabian Lopez and Carlos Ortiz.
S. A. Goldsmith, Estancia.
ever..'
A. J. Burkhead, Amarillo, Texas.
Precinct No. 6 German Pino, Jose
John H. Campbell, Espanola.
Two Divorces Granted.
S. R. Frankenberger,. Espanola.
F. D. Petershagen, Jersey City.
Padia, Cosme Baca.
A decree of absolute divorce was
N. Frank, Espanola.
Gordon Roberts, Los Angeles.
Precinct No. 7 Matias Montoya, granted to Theodore P. Marshall vs.
Thomas
Dozier,
Espanola.
L.
T. Roberts, Los Angeles.
Faustin Narvaiz, and Ramon Sando Jesse Marshall in Santa Fe county.
A. L. Cassidy, San Francisco.
val.
Charles Donovan, Dawson.
The decree of absolute divorce was
Jefferson Raynolds, Las Vegas.
Precinct No. 8 Pedro Ortiz y Pino,
Coronado.
f
G. F, McNitt and family, City.- granted today to Mrs. John P. Wag
'
L. E, Cinhlgh, Albuquerque.
Margarito Chaves and F. H. Sllva.
Anna Chambers, Wichita.
ner
vs. Dr. John P. Wagner, formerly
Cresencio
San
Precinct No. 9 Jose Alvino Mon
Manzano,
Miguel.
William E. Turner, Kansas City.
of Santa Fe and now living in the
Daniel Martinez, El Rito.
ya, Tomas Roibal and David Romero. East. Mrs.
A. W. Patton, Denver.
Wagner is given the cus
Precinct No. 10 W. F. Castle, H.
Fabian Garcia, El Rito. .
two
ot
the
children.
The
Montezuma.
tody
..
ground
C. Kinsell, and Bentura Varos.
Sllviano Roibal, Chamlta.
for
divorce
is
desertion.
M. Nauhelm, Albuquerque.
George Armijo, City.
Precinct No. 11 Nick Montoya, W.
Adolfo
Qulntana was sentenced to Secundino Romero, Las Vegas.'
H. Dicks, Pedro Trujlllo.
J. N. Freedman, Stanley. .
the reform school at Springer from
J. Frank Romero, Magdalena. '
Mr. and Mrs. W. R. Bailey, City
Precinct No. 12 T. W. Hanna,
one to two years on the charge of im
W. R. Fleming, Beaumont.
Mr. and Mrs. H. Thompson, Lamy.
Sandoval, Ramon Lovato.
E. H. Fisher, Albuquerque.
Precinct No. 13 W; M. Tabor, R, plication in a robbery- which took
place in Santa r'e a year or more ago
W. A. Cameron, El Paso.
M. Clokey, and Pedro Ruiz. '
If you wane anything oh earth try
F. C. Wilson, Santa Fe.
Grand Jury Foremen.
a New Mexican Want Ad.
Precinct No. 14 Eplfanio Jaramillo,
H. S. Kaune was chose nforeman of
Reyes Ortega, Jose Leon Cruz. .
Precinct No. 15 Ramon Bustos, the federal grand jury and Miguel RoGavino Qulntana, Petrolino Lopez.
driguez, foreman of the territorial
'
"
Precinct No. 16 Blaz S. Valdez, grand Jury.
Civil Case on Trial.
Juan Isidro Roibal, Tomas 3. Mestas.
Before Judge John R. MccFle, the
Precinct No. 17 Alberto Garcia,
case of John H. Sargent vs. Daniel
Jose S. Garcia, Hilarlo Sandoval.
Precinct No. 18 R, L. Baca, Vivian Martinez, involving a sheep and wool
contract, was on trial, today.
Padia, Ramon Lovato.
'
Chinaman Ordered Deported.
Precinct No. 19 H. T. Hynds, AnAh Sing, a Chinaman arrested : at
tonio G. y Armijo, Luciano Vaidez.
Precinct No. 20 Dan. Jones, Ap Estancia, was today ordered deported
WILL MAIL, ON REQUEST.
lonlo Romero, Qulnto Sandoval.
by Judge John R, McFfe. The surety
Precinct No. 21 Otto Goets, W. K. bond of Lum To, another Chinaman
arrested at Estancia, was Ordered for
Davis, Joseph Shelton,
THEIR NEW CATALOGUE No. 104. FOR
Precinct No. 22 Eplmenio Romero, feited as Lum To has left the country,
Pablo Valdez, and Jose Inei Roibal.
Have you Furnished Rooms to Rentf
Precinct No. 23 Romulo Venabldez,
AUTUMN AND WINTER SEASONS. 191
Anacleto Contreras, Pedro Jimenez,
A little campaign Want advertising
InNew
the
No.
Mexican
in
Felix
the
24
Precinct
will, keep
Montoya
. come from
"
- ,
your furnished rooms from
, r .
Nepumeno Montoya, Pantalion
)
The classified colnmna are
lapsing.
3Tt5Ei
Anfttstt. 34Iii ana 35ttf ftoxttta,
There being nothing further, the always looked up closely and it will
board adjourned to the call of the pay you well to use them. '
L SPARKS,

'

v

.

t:

Hotel Arrivals.

:

.

"

Eu-logi-o

-

$71,619 42
Specie
4,910 00
Legal Tender notes
$76,429 42
Redemption fund with U. 8.
Treasurer (6 per cent circulation
2,000 00

Total

'..

Sandoval
San Juan
San Miguel
Santa

Siena

Republican Headquarters.
Republican headquarters will not be
opened for the present. The business
of the Republican central committee
will be transacted bjs Secretary Jose
D. Sena at his offices.

'

THE FIRST NATIONAL BASK

1911

4,

AVIATION

$1,000 ffi

7--

Connections

HOLIDAY

:

REGULAR MEETING OF BOARD OF chairman.
COUNTY COMMISSIONERS.

line at Vaughn for

SHEA, T. F., P. A., Santa Fe

'

.

could imitate.

7

Roosevelt

;

TO AND FROM ROSWELL.

OR

16

. .

Secretary.

Southern League.
Memphis
Birmingham 8; Mobile 7.
American Association.
Louisville 2; Indianapolis 5.
'
Columbus 2; Toledo 3.
St. Paul
Minneapolis
Kansas City 2; Milwaukee 5.

Atlanta

:

Quay

Rio Arriba.

; .

that no druggist

HEW MEXICO POLITICS AND POUTIGIAHS

S

3
5
15
7
11

way

n,

4
10
11

;

Otero

V

laboratory

This tonio contains no alcohol to shrink up the red blood corpuscles ; but, on
the other hand, it increases their number and they become round and healthy.
It helps (he human system in the constant manufacture of rich, red blood.
It
helps the stomach to assimilate or take up the proper elements from the food,
thereby helping digestion and curing dyspepsia, heart-bur- n
and many uncomfortable symptoms, stops excessive tissue waste in convalescence from fevers ;
for the
amemic,
people, the " Discovery " is refreshing
and vitalizing. Stick to this safe and sane remedy, and refuse all " just as good "
medicines offered by the druggist who is looking for a larger profit. Nothing
but Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery will do you half as much good.

time and place as may be agreed upon by the Chairmen
of the Central Committees of the several counties composing the respective districts mentioned, or in default
of agreement by said Chairmen, by a majority of the
delegates elect to such district convention.
It is further recommended that the Republican County
Conventions in and for the several counties, for the
nomination of county officers, be held a'fter the State
Convention.
H. O. BURSUM,
Chairman.
JOSE D. SEXA,
t

GAME.

National League.
Chicago 3; St. Louis 2.
Philadelphia 6; Brooklyn 0.
American League.
Washington 4; Philadelphia 10.
Boston 3; New Tork 4.
Western League.
Des Moines 10; St. Joseph 14.
Lincoln 0; Denver 3.
Sioux City 3; Omaha 0.
Coast League.
Oakland 4; Los Angeles 3.
Portland 6; Sacramento 3.
Vernon 3; San Francisco 5.

The Rio Grande protects one
fare for round trip for fishing
parties onsisting of three or
more people from Sante Fe to
IN

Curry
Dona Ana
Eddy
Grant
Guadalupe
Lincoln
Luna
McKinley
Mora

'

American League.
St. Louis at Detroit.
Washington at New York.
Boston at Philadelphia.

after-effec-

10
17
5
13

Chaves
Colfax

.625
.569
.561
.530
.500
.481
.376
.328

National League.
Cincinnati at Pittsburg, two games
Philadelphia at Brooklyn.
St. Louis at Chicago.

Many people suffer from wc.V hearts. They may experience shortness of breath on exen.a pao ovtr tho Wort,
or dizzy feelings, oppressed breathing niter meats or their
eyes become blurred, their heart is not sufficiently strong
to pump blood to the extremities, and they have cold hands
and feet, or poor appetite because of weakened blood supp!7
to the stomach. A heart tonio and alterative should be taken
which has no bad
t.
Such is Dr. Pierce's Golden
Medical Discovery, which contains on danrfernua narcotics
nor alcohol.
""der oath, are Stone root
"Hf
Canaden
BloodiwMSomart C.fcni,), Golden Seal root(Colllnnoala
sis), Queen
(Hydmtla Canaoto.
Black Cberrybark (Pnioiis
Sylvatica),
isrotMonji
Wrymiaoa),
Mandrake root
(Podophyllum Murium), with triple refined irlycerine, prepared
In a
in a scientific

NOW, THEREFORE, pursuant to and in accordance
with resolutions adopted by the Republican Central Committee of Xew Mexico in convention assembled at Santa.
Fe, Xew Mexico, on Tuesday, September 5, 1911, a Call
is hereby issued for the holding of the first Republican
State Convention in the City of Las Vegas, Xew Mexico,
at 10 o'clock in the forenoon of Thursday, the 28th day
September, A. D. 1911, for the purpose of nominating
candidates for the various congressional and state offices
created and authorized by law; and the Republican Central Committees of the various counties of the new State,
except as otherwise by this committee ordered, are requested to issue Call for the holding, upon such notice
and date as they may deem expedient, county conventions
for the purpose of electing delegates to said State Convention, at which the basis of representation shall be
1 delegate for each 100, or fraction thereof of 50 or more,
of the votes cast for the. Republican Candidate for delegate
to Congress at the election of 1908, and 1 delegate at' large
from each county now in existence ; upon which basi8
the representation at said State Convention from the
several counties of Xew Mexico shall be as follows :
25
Bernalillo . . . .

Pet

WHERE THEY PLAY TODAY.

Par rates and full informatio addresa

EUGENE FOX,

...

Denver

njM
gZpr

BEST

.'

.628
.607
.579
.533
.520
.475
.405
.266

6, 1911.

Weak Heart

Whereas, pursuant to the provisions of the Enabling
Act and the resolution admitting Xew Mexico into th
Sisterhood of States, the Governor of New Mexico has
iwued his proclamation ordering an election to be held
on Tuesday, November 7, 1911, for the purpose of electing
the various congressional, state, legislative, judicial and
county officers authorized by the constitution heretofore
adopted by the people of Xew Mexico;

American League.
Won. Lost. Pet.
44
.648
81
Philadelphia
.603
50
76
Detroit
New York
...67 60 .527
Cleveland
...66 60 .524
63
63
.500
Boston
60
.480
61
Chicago
.417
..53 74
Washington
37
87
.298
St. Louis

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT

From Santa Fe

72

St. Louis

Cincinnati

Lost Pet
45
53
53
57
59
63
72
91
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CALL FOR REPUBLICAN STATE CONVENTION.
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She spoke aloud Id her excitement; I
ANOTHER MEMBER OF "COME-BACK- "
CLUB
and received a second surprise when
a second voice asked:
"Oh, Aunt Jennie, why didn't you
warn me, too?" Sydney came through
the open door back of her aunt, and
sank down beside her.
There were tears in her eyes as she
By M. DIBBELL
continued: "I was just coming out to
It would have been hard to find a you, and could not help hearing what
more disgusted youth than was Alfred Alfred Gilson said when he left you.
Matthew."
Gllson as he plodded along the dry Oh, Auntie, I never did love
Aunt Jennie was at her wits' end.
country road; When nearly an hour "Don't
cry, Sydney, dear," she pleadearlier he had alighted from the train,
ed. "I am sure it will all come right.
to
find
his
uncle's
in
team
expecting
Have
learned to care for Alwaiting for him, not a solitary turn- fred?" you
out was visible; and as the tiny vilsaid Sydney, "for
am afraid
lage boasted no livery stable, this it "Imade me feelso,"so
happy when he
e
meant a
tramp to his uncle's said he loved me until
I thought of
farm.
came In a flood,
No rain had fallen for over two Matthew." The tears
and
away from her aunt, she
weeks, and it was not long before Al- fled breaking
into the house.
fred's perspiring face began to assume
Left alone, Mrs. Biglow did some
a streaky look from the settling dust serious
thinking, and apparently was
of
Fortunately he possessed a sense
with the result, for her
satisfied
humor, which began to assert itself, troubled face
grew calm, and rising
and a smile showed through the dirt she
limped in to the big desk. She
as he said to himself: "Blest if I don't
speedily wrote a letter, addressing it
play them a little joke for this. If to
Matthew Chase.
rea
to
not
receive
are
they
willing
Several
days passed uneventfully.
disa
see
how
spectable nephew, I'll
Sydney and Alfred, though apparently
reputable one goes. Can't look muchv on friendly terms,
took no more long
worse than I do, anyhow."
He proceeded to remove cuffs, co- walks or drives together.
On the fifth day after the sending
llar and necktie, turn up his coat colof the epistle to Matthew Chase, Mr.
soft
and
tilt
his
hair
rumble
his
lar,
handed Sydney a letter. "That
hat, punched all out of shape, far over Biglow
was all for you today," he remarked.
one eye.
Seeing it was from her future husBefore long, the tall white gates of
band,
Sydney sought her own room to
Blglow Farm loomed up before him
Mrs. Biglow was alone when
read
through the descending twilight. As- a very bewildered
looking and yet
suming the wanderer's slouch, Alfred
readwent up the long drive and to the rear happy Sydney, came to her after
of the big farmhouse. He pasued at ing Matthew's communication.
"Aunt Jennie, I can't understand It,"
the kitchen door and knocked vigorshe
"Matthew asks me to reously; then waited in mischievous an- leasebegan.
him
from
his engagement. He
ticipation of the surprise he should
says he fears he is too old to make
give Melissa. When the door opened me
happy, and that he has always
It was not upon the good humored known
I cared for him only as a
face of Melissa, the servant, that he
He thinks we would be wiser
friend.
of
clear gray
gazed, but into a pair
to
continue
being friends. Do you
just
was
eyes, whose owner Alfred thought
he
has
suppose
thought it all over
the prettiest young woman he had
since I came away and feels as I do?"
ever beheld!
Aunt Jennie smiled. Her letter to
"Good evening," she said , kindly.
Matthew Chase had been written in
"What can I do for you?"
need
But all Alfred's ideas as to the yarn the hope that Sydney's happiness
sacrificed.
be
not
succeedd
if
should
he
he
tell Melissa
"Matthew Chase is a good man,"
In concealing his identity had vanshe answered, "and I am sure b.6
ished.
all.
"I beg your pardon, but I am Mr. thinks of your happiness first of
I think he has made a wise decision,
Biglow's nephew," he stammered.
doAn astonished expression flashed In- Sydney, and you may feel you are
ing right in ending your engagement"
to the girl's eyes, but she replied:
Later Aunt Jennie told Alfred of
"Come in and I will call him. He
sudden termination to the enthis
is with Aunt Jennie."
and be went in search of
gagement,
Feeling decidedly small, Alfred entered the kitchen and seated himself Sydney. He found her in the
flower garden.
near the door, while the girl went In
"Aunt Jennie has told me that you
search of his uncle. She ran swiftly
are free, and I have come to ask if
up the stairs and Into the room where
you can ever care a little for me, SydatMr. Biglow and Melissa were in
I love you more than I can
-tendance on Mrs. Biglow, who had ney? hnva
I
known vou were the dear
tell t
I
sprained her ankle.
I
first
since
to
on
earth
me,
est
thing
Mrs. Biglow was finishing the supsaw your iace.
per Melissa had brought her, when her
Sydney laughed happily. "The first
niece entered.
was so dirty"
"Oh Uncle James, do please come time I saw your face it
Alfred
she
but
caught her in
began,
down stairs right away.. There la a
Pitcher Harry Krause of Champion Athletics,
arms.
his
poor, miserable looking man there,
who says he Is your nephew; and I
Pitcher Harry Krause is a
he officiated In 26 games, winning 18
thought the beat way to soothe Mm HAVE THEIR OWN TROUBLES
member of the "come-back- "
of them arid winding up his average
was to pretend I believed It, and coma
club. The southpaw pitcher showed with the splendid percentage
of
'
for you."
American Ambassadors Called en by great class against the Tigers re- .692.
;
Mr. Biglow rose at once, saying:
Last season he could never get
cently.
Compatriots to Perform Some
"You were right, my dear, and we will
Krause has had a remarkable ca- right, but Connie Mack nursed him
Queer 'Stunts."
soon find out who this impostor Is."
'
reer, a short one, but prolific. He along, with the result that be has a
Alfred, meantime, was making the
The American taxpayer at home made his debut In the big league In great pitcher to help his team in the
most of his solitude. The instant the
traveling In foreign 1909. His record Included a run of turbulent conflicts that will mark the
door closed he gave his face a vig- and the taxpayer
St. games In the American league this
Uncle Sam's ten consecutive games before
orous scrubbing, smoothed his hair, countries both look upon
and consulates Louis took his measure. That year year.
legations
embassies,
was
replaced his collar and
adjusting
for trouhis tie before the small looking glass as a sort of clearing house
form their dematter
what
ble.
No
when his uncle and the strange young
YOUNG FLETCHER IS A COMER a number of games this season and
mands take, .they consider that they
s
Das done some
woman appeared.
work. He is
with by
a
fine
batsman
and
has an average
The change produced was almost must be instantly complied
Clever
Whom
Inflelder
Manager
abroad.
their representatives
well above the .300 - mark for the
equal to one of the lightning acts of a
Is Developing Promises to
Some good Americans apparently
games in which he has participated.
stage professlonal.nd Mr. Biglow ad- labor under
Be
a
Brilliant
emPlayer.
the delusion that an
vanced, saying:
and omnipotent.
Is argus-eye"Well, Alfred, I don't see but that bassy
When it comes to developing young
Easter one fond lover living in
you look natural. I guess the sudden At
our ambassador players no one in the country has anywest
to
cabled
far
the
entrance of a stranger must have
at Paris that he wished a bunch of thing on Manager John McGraw of
given Sydney a scare."
cost $10, sent to his beBt the New York Giants. Manager McAlfred felt decidedly foolish as he violets, to
Blank.
With the best will Graw. has several youngsters under
Miss
girl,
encountered the look of bewilderment
could not be his wing whom he expects to turn
world
his
in
the
request
in Sydney's eyes.
no address into stars one of these days. If the
as
he
gave
with,
complied
"I looked badly enough to frighten
and he little corporal has an idea there are
"Miss
Blank,
Paris,"
anybody, when I came in, uncle," and beyondno
the makings of a good player In a
flowers.
for
the
sent
money
then he explained his intended Joke
During the last season before King
on Melissa. , "It was nearly a week
death, the American ambasago I wrote you of my coming, and Edward's
when no one showed up at the station sador to the court of St. James reAccidents to the ball players this
I thought I would have my revenge." ceived a note from a compatriot. In
season are common.
follows:
.
as
read
it
Mr. Biglow laughed heartily. "We part
Suspensions do not seem popular in
"I am in London for a short visit,
have all been so occupied in looking
the American league this season.
after Aunt Jennie for the last few and wish to attend one of the balls
Pitcher Cole's success lies in the
so please
days, that no one has thought of the given at Buckingham palace,
So does an eight day clock's.
me.
As
for
windup.
invitation
an
my
procure
postofflce," be said. "Tour letter is
Inflelder Arthur Griggs of Cleveland
still there. But let me' Introduce you husband is not here, I also desire that
has been released to the Toronto club
to your cousin by marriage, Sydney one of the attaches of your embassy,
of the Eastern league.
no matter how insignificant, accom"
."
;
Thompson."
Baseball is a great game, but lots
Sydney looked as if ( she hardly pany me to the ball."
of good citizens confine their interThe phrase became a catchword at
knew whether to laugh or be angry,
the embassy. If any particular work
est to the percentage columns.
when Alfred said earnestly:
Take it from the Cubs that if the
"Please forgive me for frightening outside of the regular routine turned
Philadelphia team is crippled any
you I will never try to be funny up, the members of the staff would
and point to his neighbor, saymore seriously It may win the penagain."
, laugh
nant
"Oh don't say that," she replied, ing:
"You do it, Tom, you're more in"Runt" Walsh, who la taking Sher"this would be a very dismal world
wood Magee's place la left, is a better
significant than I," and so on down
if there were no fun in it"
Then they all went up to Aunt Jen the line.
player than the fans give him credit
for being.
nle, and found her anxiously waiting
Still Problem to Be Solved.
. Purtell has played in only twenty-tw- o
an explanation of the "poor, miseraThe offer of a prise has not solved
ble man" who had startled Sydney.
games for the Red Sox of Boston.
of
the
of
use
profitable
He started well this year, but his job
Alfred found that Sydney's society the problem
mills
in
the Netherlands for the
was taken by Gardner.
became an ever increasing delight to wind
generation of electricity. Fourteen
Honus
him as the days passed. One mornLobert, the gentlemanly
an hour a lamp was the best
third baseman of the Phillies, is still
ing, a week after his arrival at Billow oaata
'
'
could
done.
Farm, he sat on the veranda with that nero be
wearing bis $100 Panama that a friend
uran-- i
Arthur Fletcher.
um ine um.
Aunt Jennie, who was now able to get
in India sent him, but it needs a
"I hear your husband took you to
about a little.
the baseball game yesterday.
Did man he will hold on to him for sev- cleaning.
(
"How is it that I have never met yon enjoy it?"
eral years if necessary, no matter :"i When a ball player is suspended for
your niece until now?" asked Alfred.
"No, I didn't care much for It bow much criticism Is heaped on his a year for taking a poke at an um"1 thought I knew all the family." Nobody got married in the last in- bead. In the long run his judgment pire, we are forced to draw the con"Sydney has been studying hard tor ning." ,
usually proves better than that of his clusion that baseball Is becoming a
years, and has Just finished college,"
critics. Arthur Fletcher Is one of the mollycaddlish game.
she replied. "I could not get her to
Barney Dreyfuss, owner of the Pittsyoung players whom McGraw has
The Safe System.
spare the time for a visit to me beHa Playing bridge for money must been bringing along and whom he is burg Pirates, has gained several
fore. But she feels the need of rest, be an
confident will make a name for him- ounces In weight since he purchased
expensive pleasure.
and as her marriage will probably take
She No, one evening I win and the self on the diamond some day in the Martin O'Toole for the record price
place next spring, she concluded to next I lose.
near future. Fletcher is a shortstop of 122,600. The good luck of the Pis
give me a few weeks how.
He Wen why dont you play every and baa supplanted Al Bridwall at that rates seems to data from the minute
Alfred felt as if the bright world
station. Fletcher baa been played la the big check was written.
other evening?
did 'dot
had turned suddenly black.
know she was engaged; she wear ui
A Peculiar Periodical.
Equivocal '
Magie of Money.
"I suppose you think you could edit
ring."
I were a handsome young doe-t"If
la
a
fellow
boor."
"That
perfect
the
Record In a way
"Mo," said Aunt Jennie. "Mar marlike yon, I wouldn't like the way
"Go alow. He'a worth a million or that Congressional
would Improve it," said the sarriage is really a family arrangement, the
me."
about
,
raved
mora.""
girls
-and as she has known Matthew Chase
donic statesman.
why swtr
that so? Well, as J waa saying, "Yes,' replied ' the
all her life; she would not hear of a
reaggressive
are perfectly killing."
aay
of
marked
man
"They
a
he'a
individuality."
former. "It's a good thoughtful paper,
ring. He is years older than Sydney,
but i hope ha will rnaka her- happy."
but too many old subscribers and not
A Catastrophe.
A New Idea.
'ska sighed..
enough constant readers."
understand
the
of
the
drinking
Aotor I can't imagine bow D'Art
Alfred rose and said bitterly: "I
bis friends broke on- the
and
boat
notices
wish' yoa had told me sooner. Nov
maaagea to get auch favorable
.
. a
s
t t
Speedy, v
dramatic critics. from
the
that I have learned to love Sydney bet--v party." it wee
real brandy amaeh."
"Julie ia a versatile girl," said tb
Journalist Perhape ha acts waa
ter than Ufa it la hard to Had ska la :;.T
dlsay blonde.
bound to another man." Ha left bit .'V
Aator I Haver thought of that
: s.
, Koat Singular, j
;
.IH.
"'i"
"Put ma hep," aaJsV the little
iBBaaaasaaaasaeisJs.eV
astonished aunt and atrod savagely
. ... ,;
.:.
"Ha baa just donated a miHiom as
who hates slaag. '
"
down the driveway. '
Mia Exparlsaes,
"She gets to bed aaoaar tbaa, the
'
him
Aunt
after
trwi
tt sharp to advertiser
gate
Other adrla because afar aava her
!- -.
of pity aaa crsay. it .9
T t!nk so.' I kowI tra dull v U yos, ara
the
pata on bar X :
1 m:
J
,
v
"
art
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Law.
MASONIC.
Taoa,
New Mexico.
Montezuma
Lodge
No. 1, A. F. ft A. M
H. L. ORTIZ,
communi
Regular
'
t
and Counsellor-at-LaAttorney
cation first Monday
Practicing before all the courts a
of each month at
Hall at the Territory.
Masonic
7.30.

MUST

H. H. DORMAN,
Master

ASSERT

ITSELF CHAS.

William C. Freeman Tells Binghamton
(N. Y.) Merchants About Advertising Religion.
"The most successful session In
the history of the organization," was
the way those in attendance characterized the dinner of the Merchants
and Advertisers' association of Binghamton, N. Y.. held in that city reMore

than 175 representative business men of the city were
present. Mayor John J. Irving presided as toastmaster. and the principal
speakers were William C. Freeman,
advertising manager of the New York
Evening Mail, and F. Irving Fletcher, advertising director of Saks & Co.,
of New York.
Mr. Freeman, who was introduced
by the toastmaster as the premier
promoter of legitimate and truthful advertising, said in part:
"It Is in order, I think, to tell you
why I am fighting as hard as I know
how for a principle in advertising.
"It takes some men a long time to
discover the right road to travel. It
took me a long time, but after I
found it I decided to travel it as long
as I live.
"It is great to be able to discover
what is right to do and then to do It
Some people have said that I have
what might be termed advertising religion. I guess I have. It is a pretty
good religion to have, don't you think
so?
"How did I get it? I will tell you?
"Now, I have had many 'experiences' In the advertising business, and
I have, on the whole, I think, been
about as big an advertising sinner
as any man In the country.
"I went after all kinds of advertising and got It I never took the
trouble to inquire whether the articles advertised were fake or not I
did not try to get a line on the kind
of advertising I solicited.
I did not
Inquire from the advertiser whether
he told the truth or not No: anything
that looked like good money I went
after and I secured my share of it
"Sooner or later, however, in every
man's career if he is not totally depraved the good that Is in him asserts itself. He gets back to the days
of his youth when he was trained by
bis father and mother to do right, and
then it dawns on him that doing right
Is worth more causes him greater
satisfaction
than the mere accumulation of money In doing wrong.
"From thati time, after I Baw the
light conscience got in Its work on
me with great regularity.
"The public, through the newspaper,
which Is the chief educator after all.
bas become very wise as well as very
The people want to have
exacting.
nothing to do with fakers, or smart-les- ,
or pretenders. They want to give
their business to the men who are true
blue and they propose to do it. They
io not want to have anything to do
with any man who Isn't straight They
do want to deal with a man who is
willing, when he sells a dollar's worth
of merchandise to his fellowman, to
give to that fellowman an honest
equivalent for the money he has
spent."
cently.

r

7

The advertiser who has faith,'
I who is intelliaent. whn 94u.
J tlses with regularity and per-t slstency, will surmount all dlf- J

Acuities and will ultimately
ceed.

sue- -

Attorney-at-La-

Mining and Land

Talks
GOOD

WILLIAM McKEAN

Fraternal Societies

Advertising

INTERVENES

six-mil-
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E. LIXNEY.

Secreta.-y-

Santa Fe

.

-

New Mexico

DR. C. M. RILEY,

.

Veterinary Physician and Surgeon.
Santa Fe Chapter Nc. Graduate of McKillep's Veterinary
of

Chicago.
Regular College
Work of All Kinds Solicited.
convocation second
Dentistry a Specialty
lionday of eacb month
Office: East side of plaza, corner
at Masonic Hall a'
of Frisco and Shelby Sts.
7:30 p. m.
Phone Red 138.
JOHN II. WALKER.
H. P
PROBERT & COMPANY
ARTHUR SELIGMAN. Secretary.
1, R. A. M.

investments
Bonds & Stocks.
Mines,
Laids,
.ff"r"vwjt
Money Loaned fc Investors
No. 1, K. T. Regular
We have for sale general stocks of
if
conclave fourth
Lumber Yard
In each month at Merchandise, Retail
and other Business Opportunities
f
MnitiinlR Hall at
throughout Taos county.
p. m.
Bank References Furnished
CHAS. A. WHEELON, E. C.
W. E. GRIFFIN. Kecorder.
New Mexico.
Taos,
Santa Fe Commanderj

Mon-"Ia-

Santa Fe ijodge of
M. DIAZ,
DR.
Perfection No. 1, 14th
degree. Ancient and Ac- RESIDENCE, CAPITOL PLACF
cepted Scottish Rite ol
Phone, 21 6 Red
Free Masonry meets on
WEST SIDE PLAZA

J.

the

third Monday of each month
7:30 o'clock in the evening in
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza
Visiting fcotish Rite Masons are cordially invited to attend.
S. G. CARTWRIGHT, 32.
Venerable Master
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32

at

Secretary.

a

J. D. SENA.

OFFICE,

Phone, 220 Black

OFFICE HOURS.

1

to 3 P.

M.

W. M. SHERIDAN, M.
Genito-lrinar-

D.

Diseases.

y

THE WASSERMAN & NOGUCH'
TESTS. SALVARSAN "606"

p. o. e.
ADMINISTERED.
Santa Fe Lodge No.
Chemical and Microscopical Ex460, "B. P. O. E. holdt
its regular session on aminations of blood, sputum, urine
the second and fourth and gastric contents. Directions
of eacb for
Wednesday
collecting specimens given or
month. Visiting broth
application.
rs are inviteu and
'
State Nat. Bank Bid
Albuquerque N M
welcome.
CARL A. BISHOP.
Exalted Ruler.

Secretary.

WAN TS
FOR RENT
Chapelle.

Furnished rooms,

102

Independent Order of Beavers.
ticket
FOR SALE
Santa Fe Dam No. 80, I. O. B. holds
Its regular sessioD at 8 p. m. Meetings to Pueblo or La Junta. Box 43.
first and third Friday. Visiting Broth
See
FOR RENT G room house.
era are always welcome.
John Pflueger, the shoe man.
GEO. W. PRICHARD.
President
C. J. NEIS,
FOR RENT, laree sunny front room.
Secretary.
close to Plaza. Apply New Mexican.

n

F. W. FARMER
Homestead No.

WANTED A Good cook for a small
household.
Address New, Mexican.

2879.

Brotherhood
of
American Yeomen
Meets
Secon
and Fourth Thure
days,
Delgado's
Hall. H. Foreman,
C. G. Richie, Cor.
Sec. Mrs. Dalay

Farmer.

Santa Fe Camp
M.

13514,

W. A.

FOR RENT i furnished rooms for
light housekeeping; modern. 215 Garfield.

FOR SALE

Modern

house on Read Avenue.

eight-roome-

a

'
Inquire P.

Hesch.
FOR RENT Six momed brick cot.
tage. Bath, ranee, light O. C. Wat.
son & Co.

meets second TuesFOR RENT One front room fur
day each month, so nished with bath, close to Plaza. Apcial meeting tUrd ply 204 Johnson street.
at Elks
Tuesday
Hall. VlsUng neigh
FOR RENT Five room and bath,
modern cottage. Apply Mrs. Dudrow,
WHITTIER, Consul
238 Agua Frta Street.

bors welcome.
L. G.
CHAS. A. RISING, Clerk.

As I am leaving the city next Wed
Santa Fe Camp No. nesday, I will sell my motor cycle
6673, R. N. A. meets cheap. T. M. Victory, phone Red 205.
fourth Tuesday of
Benefit Without End.
soeach
FOR RENT Five-rooand bath,
month;
No one can tell when an advertisecial meeting third modern cottage; fine location; large
ment ceases to do its work. Instance!
Tuesday at Elks' yard. Apply Mrs. Dudrow, 238 Agua
are known in which copies of old newsHalL Visiting Fria Street.
papers have been discovered In
neighbors welcome
NETTIE VICKROY,
places the advertisements in
EASTERN GENTLEMAN of refinewhich have sold goods. In Dalton, Ga,
Oracle. ment and good character, would like
recently a local newspaper received FLORENCE RISING,
to correspond with young lady of
an answer to an advertisement that
Recorder.
Spanish descent. R. Hamilton,
appeared a year ago in that publicaNew Mexico.'
;,
tion. A hardware firm in an eastern
one
city
day received an order for an
WANTED to rent, by small family,
PROFESSION
article that it had advertised
ten
at once or any time up to October
years before, but had not manufacfirst, a modern five or
tured for nine years. Upon making
ATTORNEY8 AT LAW
house with improvements.
Address
Inquiry it learned that a farmer in
S. M. C, in care of New Mexican ofa
taking up carpet had found a paper
fice.
HOLT A SUTHERLAND
containing an advertisement of the
Attorneys-at-Laarticle bidden beneath it and had been
OPPORTUNITY is simply the apPraetloe ia tae Dlstrl t Court as
so impressed with its utility that he
Immediately wrote for it From which well as before the Supreme Court oi plication of energy to every day conditions as they arise. We .pay big
we may conclude that as long as a the territory.
advance cash, teach
New Mexico. commissions,
single copy of the ad exists it may Las Cruces,
sell goods.
salesmanship; you furnish the energy.
Conditions are favorable. Write for
C. W. O. WARD
terms.
Salem Nursery
Company,
Advertising Oddities.
Territorial District Attorn y
The butchers of the English lanFor San Miguel 'and Mora Counties Salem, Oregon.
guage do not all cocee from the massNew Mexico.
Iae Vegaa,
TYPEWRITERS.
es, however. On a very respectable
Cleaned, adjusted and repaired, few
street in New. York Is a sign saying,
E. C. ABBOTT
"Babies taken and finished In ten minplatens furnished. Ribbons and sup,
Attorney-at-Lautes by an expert photographer."
plies.
Typewriters sold, exchanged
in
Practice
the
and du and rented.
District
Standard makes handled.
Even a large stuamboat company
;
Prompt and careful All repair work and typewritea guaradvertises: "Tickets 25 cents; chil- preme Courts.
anteed.
dren half price, to be had at the cap- attention given to all business.
Santa Fe Typewriter ExSanta Fe.
New Mexico
i ...'i
tain's office."
change. Phone 231.
A Hoboken ferryboat contains the
6, W. PRICHARD
sign: "The seats in this cabin are reHerewith are some Dargalns offered
served for ladies; gentlemen are reAttorney and Coaneellor at Law
b tha New Mexicaa Printing oes
Practice in all thr DIHrlct Court" pa ay; Cede of Civil Procedure of the
quested not to occupy them until the
ladles are seated."
and give special tturfibna to aset
Territory of New Mexico. 1897. sheep
Even the great municipality of New before the Territorial Supreme Court.
baaed,
II; paper bound. 7Se. Missouri '
York has not a better writer of no- Off ce: Laughlln Blk. Santa Fe. N. M
Code
forma, 15; Missouri
Pleading
tices in its employ than one who can
$6; the two for tie.
Pleadings,
write: "All persons are forbidden to
HARRY D. MOULTOU
Adapted to New Mexico Coda, Laws
throw ashes on this lot, under the penNew Mexico. 188. 1SDI and 1H3
of
law
of
or any other garbage."
alty the
4
English and Spanish pamphleta, $2.76;
Attorney-at-LaBut 8ha Doesn't
SharlfTa nexfbli
full leather fx.
"Of ill inappropriate names I ever
Fock-- t Dockets, atagle,
Cover
our
bun."
1JI;
the
takes
beard,
landlady
New
two or more books, tl each.
said the fat boarder.
Santa Fe, N. M.
"You mean her first name?" asked
Supreme Court Reporta, ste.
3 aad II Inclusive, $1.30 each. Coat
the thin boarder.
Formerly Special Agent, O. L. O.
"Suse!
llatiea Corporation Las, 76 a. Ca
If a Fhyllla!" Yonkera Land
Con testa a Specialty
aad
Claims
Statesman.
pHstie Mining Laws, 0 e Moaaya
af New VaUoo Reports. fci
Chaa. R. Eaatey Jigeet
Chaa. p. Eaetey.
ten Ht enhoal blanks.
aheea.
MJfc
Could Have Either.
.
f . EAM.EY 4 EAtLCY.
The Bounder I say, old man, I
Law.
at
Attorneys
"I have a world of confidence ta
with you'd make a point of being la
Practice la the eawta aad befora
Chamberlain's
this evening. I ah, want to see you Land
Cough Remedy tor I
Dapartstaat .
about marrytn' on of your gala."
have used it with perfect success,',,
Land grsmta and tlatae esaailiMd.
Tha MajorWith pleasure. Which lanta
writes Mrs. M. L Basford, Pooleaville,
esBm
Ve, Jf. K, btaaah (Wo
da yon want the cook or tha
wo. cor saw oy au eeawarsv
'
III llSllF
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PAGE EIGHT

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE,
SEVEN KNOWN TO BE
DEAD IN HOTEL FIRE.

Andrews "Cash" no.

No-- 4

I

GROCERY

BAKERY

AND

MARKET

" UNCLE SAM "
Inspects all the BEEF, iVEAL AND PORK we sell.

We Buy the Best K.

God-ber-

Meats.

C.

.

Phone No. 4.

Identified.
(Bv Special T.pasd Wire to New Mexican)
Juneau, Alaska, Sept. 6. Seven persons are known to be dead as the result of the fire which destroyed the
Juneau hotel and the McGroth building, last Sunday night. Other bodies
are being sought ia the ruins.
Among the dead are: Almas
Los Angeles; Dennis Harrilng-ten- .
A brother of the latter lives in
Bisbee, Arizona.

92.. ..Phone.. ..92

,

F. Andrews

HAYWARfl'S

Phone No. 4.

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER

bel Brothers, the contractors, began
laying brick on the New Mexican
Ht liAiLi
juilding on West Palace avenue.
Accidental KUIing-r-Lordsburg,
Orant county. Andrew Ericson. an old
XXJS3S5iS6XX3SJSi?833SSJJK1 mi nine nlntifier. waa killed hv the anri.
6.
M., Sept.
Santa Fe,
dental discharge of a revolver in the
The weather for New Mexico X;nands of Pedro Aguilar.
fair. Cooler in south
tonight is mi
Baby Girl Arrives Professor." and
Vl
inursuay JfI
portion,
!Mrs. W. J. Bailey rejoice over the
XXXSXXJSSXJSSSXXJtXSS; arrival of an eight nound eirl this
'forenoon at 10 o'clock at their home
The White Mountain Apple Parers;0n Don Gaspar avenue.
Boards On another
75c at Goebels.
Registration
in the official proceedings of the
Elks'
at
the
of
Pictures
Change
ooara or county commissioners, the
night.
WANTED Good dress maker to as- - full st of registration hoards for the
coming election is published.
sist Mrs Verne at Salmon's store.
Auto Owner Held for Manslaughter,
Milk and Cream always on hand
at Capital City Dairy. Phone Black, Former Secretary of the Navy Tru-Ig- man H. Newberry was held for mansat Naragansett, Rhode Island,
Wallace1
Divorce Granted-Ber- tha
Mllta eight- was granted an absolute divorce at
'
:
v
;?
buoueraue. from her husband, Thomas ywold Helen Ellis.
Burned
a
Barriers
Away,
petty
Walace.
quarrel severs tne irienasmp or two
witti
doing
Always something
brothers and their families. A fire
'
the real' estate man. See the from which
they save each other's
if
you
change of advertisement today,
removes
all differences and they
child,
are looking for a good one.
are reunited. Show at 8 o'clock at
Stand-Of- f
in Ohio The municipal the Elks'
tonight.
primaries in Ohio yesterday resulted
Has 100 Students St. Michae's Colin some dry cities going wet and in lege is
running "full blast" with 100
several wet cities going dry.
students in attendance, which is con
The
residence
at
Silver City
Fire
sidered splendid the second day after
of James Halpin, bookkeeper, at Silfor the fall term. The stuver City, was burned to the ground. opening
dents are
their studies with

mm yrs

is

Other Bodies Are Being Sought in the
Ruins and Only Two Have Been

M.

m

Amethysts, Opals,
MARKET

HAYWARD'S

than the ready
made foods

g

latter

Al-if-

-

Loss

Insurance partial.

Today Camp- -

Begin to Sling Brick

92.. .Phone.. ..92

EXQUISITE DESIGNS

$1,500;

0

IN

GOLD AND SILVER

AVe rscorr.mond
Waltham Watches
Imause we believe them to he the
best. Our stock offers a wide as-

Plums, Apples,

FILIGREE

sortment of

CUT FLOWERS

Waltham Watches

Tri

Time You Owned a Waltham.''

to

. . .

CLARENDON GARDENS . . .

Phone 12

j

6-

S.

We wil! show you the exquisitely thin model Walthams of
tne Colonial
Series and will
jiame the Waltham movement
Lest

suited

ALL THE TIME.

-

SPITZ,
The Jeweler

your

The Modern Home

Goods

Second-han- d

first requisites of a modern home is an
sanitary plumbing equipment. To
the domestic health and to keep
the home thoroughly clean and
wholesome at all times, plumbing fixtures affording absolute
and perfect sanitation are a
prime necessity.
,SStaikl&sKf
plumbing fixtures
and our expert mechanics will
make your bathroom attractive
and inviting.
Let us give you an estimate.
-

QNE of the

I

Just received a large lot
of

safe-gua- rd

RECEIVED

Small lot of Jelly Glasses Tin Tops, Mason
Fruit Jars, Porcelain Lined Caps.

I

1

IMS

fYr?rvr7r--, 3

VX

CREAM

Apure,Cream of Tartar
1&

Powder

ZSfeffiT

maae from urapes

j

At the

Cpme in end la'.k uctch with us. It will
not obligate buying and it may profit you
e w 'l explain what
much.
constitutes
good

"it's

Crab Apples and Pears now.

attacking
enthusiasm and good results are anticipated.
First National Bank Statement On
the sixth page will be found the statement of the First National Bank on
September 1. The resources exceed
a mililon dollars by considerable and
the deposits exceed $700,000, while the
loans and discounts exceeding half a
million dollars, measure the Jmpor--j
tance of the bank to local business
"
interests.
Scientists Leave Today Two par
ties of scientists left this morning tor
different objective points to deiv in
the mysteries of bygone ages. ' In
one party Which headed for the Jemez
was Dr. F. W. Hodge, chief of the bureau of ethnology at Washington. Tn
the other was Clyde Earl Ely, on
officer and former newspaperman who has become deeply interested in the ancient civilization cf the
southwest. The parties will be gone
from one to two weeks..,
Good Show Last Night The performance of "The Man From Home"
at the Elks Theater last night was
even better than Monday.
A fairly
good audience was present. Of course
the production was not that of the
first class professionals, and allowances should be made for stage-frighlack of equipment and many trials to
are
which nearly all
subject. The Albuquerquians left this
morning for Las Vegas where they
will play two nights and then return
to the Duke City to give a matinee Saturday. The proceeds go to help the Y.
W. C. A. at Albuquerque.
Fine Fruit Exhibit Fruits and vegetables continue to pour into the windows of the U. S. Bank and Trust
street.
' Company on San.. Francisco
One can there see a fair sized water- -

Home Bakinq,
--

Hay-war-

Turquoise, Laveliers,

More

B etier every Way

i

i

MM

Kssasssssr

At

ia.

.1

6, 1911.

HOUSES FOR RENT

fT?

DAVID LOWITZKI
PHONE, 59 BLACK.

It will be for
Your Interest

to Investigate

FOR SALE BY

t,

I VJM

Co..J
msmm

Santa Fe Hardware & 'Supply
m

r.vv

I

7

c

-

melon from the ranch of Dr. Thomas TEN YEAR OLD
a fine speciment of
BOY KILLS PLAYMATE.
Mexican corn sent by Frank Ortiz; a
few monster apples from Frank Had Warned Victim Not to Trespass
Jones's orchard; some delicious' lookin Grandmother's Apple
ing pears sent by Frank P. Sturges;
Orchard.
cabbages that have leaves as big as
merry widow hats, grown by Simon (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Nusbaum; a fine cauliflower from W.
Lamar, Colo., Sept, 6. Because 12
A. Williams garden,' and a fourteen
bid Vernie EiltaDiddie disregardyear
pound turnip. Just peep in the window and get a line on what is being ed ten year old Willie Rowe's injuncdone on Santa Fe county farms.
tion not to take any apples from the
orchard of the latter's grandmother,
LET THE WANT
COLUMN DO IT. in which the two lads "were playing,
A good live advertisement In the the Rowe lad ran to the house yesterWant column of the New Mexican will day, procured a gun and shot his playrent any property that is .rentable. mate through the' heart, killing him
There is always some one that wants instantly. The boy disappeared after
what you have got, but you must let telling ViiEt he had done and has not
"
them know it.
yet been found.
A. McCarthy,,

SEPARATE COLORS, ANY QUANTITY.
I
varigrow only the best and
eties, and they are especially f ine now; No such Peas have
heretofore been shown in Santa Fe.

AC
SWF FT DP
r Lw

ORIENTAL POPPY PLANTS
Now 'is the time to transplant this gorgeous flower. My
poppy plants are right andnwill, grow and bloom the coming
season. 20 cents each ; $1.50 per dozen.
JAMES McCONVERY, 415 Palace Ave.
Phone, Black 204.

..........
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up-to-d- ate

J

ARTISTIC: TAILORING-

v-

,

MATTER how fine

NO anT perfect

ready-to-we- ar

clothing may be, there
are still some men who
would not be satisfied unless their clothes were made for them according to their dictation We are ready for them.
.

for Yourself.

IIER1

are now in. OUR DISPLAY IS AN ELEGANT ONE.
'
ing the most'.

We spare no pains in seem-

S'

r-.

Stylish Fabrics, the Finest Trimmings, the Most Expert

Cutter and Tailors
The sense of being well dressed will come with a glance in the mirror, when you put on the
garments we make for you. If you are finicky and have peculiar notions about your clothes.;
if you have suggestions to advance or seek advice, so much the better for there is no question
of style that we cannot answer full. We are not only tailors, but advisers on Men's Apparel- clothing attorneys as it were yet our only charge is for the clothing, nothing for the sugges
tions, advice, name or label.
r

"'4

H

-

SAW FRANCISCO STREET.
,

..

r

J

